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ABSTRACr

This study is concerned with the development of techniques for the
testing of electromechanical components in time compressed form. The
motivating basis for this work is that presently used statistical test-
ing methods require large numbers of samples and long testing periods
to compile meaningful NrBF data. The approach employed herein included:

"* System failure mode analysis

"* Classification and ranking of failure modes in terms of influence
and frequency of occurrence

"* Physics of failure analysis at part and material levels

"Measured weakening" (pre-cracking) technique was developed and applied
to the most predominate failure parts to generate failures in reasonably
short test times. In addition, extraneous or unwanted failures were not
produced, which is frequently the case when "over loads' testing is employed.

An all mechanical position servo unit was selected as a typical energy con-
version flight control system component on-which tests were conducted co
verify the developed techniques for accelerating reliability testing. The
tests results indicated that '.measured wakening" of mechanicai parts can
be employed to reduce the number of samples required and the test time in-
volved to perform reliability testing.
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INT1RODUCTION

The research and study program described in this report waas conducted
to advance the state of the art of accelerated testing methods for electro-
mechanical components. it is aimed toward the development of techniques
and standards for economically verifying the reliability predictions made
in the design stags. Utiiiziag these tecLniques, the test time and cost
can be reduced below the presently required cost when using conventional
statistical testing methods. The statistical testing techniques are
amenable to el-ctronic parts which cost only a few dollars but is prohio-
Itively costly when one speaks in terms of testing hundreds of mechanical
or clectromechanicai parts. The cost of these parts may vary from one (1'
co ten (10) thousand dollars a piece. Furthermore, in some instances for
aerospace coupcnents, the total production lot may not be over a hundred
i.•ita so the practice of testing so called representative samples (hundreds)

-i is completely out of the question. At this point, it is clear that the
need exists for more advanced testing methods to reduce test sample sizes
and times in order to get meaningful 1WBF data at economical rates.

Under this program a system failure analysis has been developed that pro-
gresses downward from the system level and thence to the irreducible basic
material level. It has been shown that this analysis can directly relate
the modes of basic material failures in each location to their effects on
the system level functions. A detailed complementing load (stress) analysis,
both theoretical and experimental, can directly relate known system environ-
mental loads of both internal and external origin to material stresses. By
considering the many conceivable material failure points of each of the many
parts, the quantity of fat lure points thus defined is multiplied. However,
if these failure points are Llassified by the comparatively few system failure
modes to which they have been related through the failure analysis, their
number can be reduced by eliminating all those points related to non-critical
sysr•um failure modes. The decision line separating critical from non-critical
syrLe, failure modes (i.e., defining the quantity of material failure points

A to be considerad) can be located in a ranked hierarchy of these system failure
modes. This can be done by a trade.-off between the confidence required and
the resources available for determining the desired type and level of reli-

..A ability. The nuaber of critical failure points to be considered can be re-
duced further by the load-stress analysis that indicates where very large
margins between maximum loads and minimum strengths obviously exist. The re-
duced number and kinds of basic material failure modes permits the development
of more generally applicable quantitative load-strength-time-failure relations

t' with more statistical significance at less cost and in a shorter time.
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The work described above was accomplished under five basic program phases.

These phases ate illustrated in Figure I in the form of a fuuctional diagram.

In addition, the phases are listed below with a generalized explanation of

the specific work acc*mplished under each. The phases are discussed in this

samc order in the body of the report even though some of the efforts were
conducted concurrently for technical end ecomuic reasers. The phases are:

The Survey phase

- LitLeature Survey
- gDwirorAaental Hazards
- Requirements
- Service Reliability Data

The System Analysis Phase

- Task Analysis
- Failure Mode and Consequence Analysis
- Ranked part Failures
- Loe* Stress Analysis
•- Ranked Causes

The Cost effectiveness Phase

- Confidence/Resource Criteria
- Kf fort/Accuracy Criteria
- Reduced List of Critical Causes

Accelerated Testing Phase

- Failure Mechanism Study
- System Test
- Parts Test
- Mlaterial Test

The Comparison rThase

- Reduced Life and Failure Mode Ch--aK
- Service Life Computation
- Comparison With Service Lift
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SYNOPSIS OF PROGRAM EFIT

The Survey phase

This was the data gathering phase covering:

- Literature Survey
- gnvironmental Hazards Survey
- Requirements Survey
- Service Reliability Data Survey

In the Literature Survey technical publications were searched for other
approaches to the problem.

In the Environmental Hazards Survey data were collected from the users on:

- Loads and Overloads
- Personnel (M.rphy's Law) hazards
- Natural Environmental hazards

In the Requirements Survey the users were questioned to determine the
functional requirements as well as the things it should not do with a
ranking by preference

In the Service Reliability Data Survey information was collect-ad on in-
dividual unit histories, data processing methods were developed and reli-
ability functions were determined for various failure definitions.

The System Analysis phase

This phase was used to reduce the complexity of the problem by analysis,
classification and ranking of failures to permit selection of the relatively
few critical items having the predominating influence. The five basic tasks
of this phase were:

- Task Analysis
- Failure Mode and Consequence Analysis
- Ranking of Part Failures
- Load/Stress Analysis
- Ranking of Causes

The System Task Analysis related the abstract active and passive tasks of
the system to the component tasks and to the materials tasks.
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The System Failure M4de and Consequence Analysis developed the "ways it
can not do it" from the top down - system to part to material - with
associated consequence ratings.

The Ranking of Part Failures was done on the basis of consequence ratings.

The Load Stress Analysis considered the external 3nd Internal loads end
stresses both static and dynamic as well as energy losses between parts.

The Ranking of Causes collected the material failure mode groups and
ranked the specific failure points within the groups on the basis of
probability of occurrence and consequence rating.

The Cost Effectiveness Phase

This phase was used to develop concepts for relating "costs" of failure
at the weapons system level (should such data become available) to the
effort that should be expended for accuracy in reliability analysis and
testing.

Coaldrative studies of the effort/accuracy relationship showed significant
potential improvement in efficiency using a ranked order sequence in the
selection of each successive failure point for testing instead of a purely
random one. Criteria for decisions concerning the size of a less than cam-
plete consideration were developed.

The Accelerated Testing phase

This phase was divided into four basic tabks

- Failure Mechanism Study
- System Test
- parts Test
- Material Test

In the study of failure mechaniems the effort was devoted to exploring in
extended depth a limited number of material failure mechanisms. The study
of the mechanisms of wear and seizure disclosed many differences in opinion
within the state of the art about the fundamentals of these mechaniais. It
became evident that the need to resolve these differences prior to develop-
ing accelerated test methods would dilute the effort of the program. The
major effort was expended in developing accelerated testing methods and
relations for the fatigue failure mechanism.

The accelerated system test was used to duplicate external loads, duplicate
interactions and to verify and extend the theoretical analysis.
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The accelerated parts tests were used to determine production variations
of the parts with economical sample sizes, duplicate interactions within the
part and to ;irify the analysis.

The material tests were used to provide data on the material vsriability which
provides the largest source of life variability. Large economical sample
sizes are feasible at this level and high acceleration factors are possible
with the minimum of complications from interaction.

The scheduling requirements of the program demanded a parallel or concurrent
development of the system test, the part tests and the material tests. The
ionclusions reached at the ends of these tests indicated that data necessary
for computation of a specific service life value must come from performance
of the three types of tests in sequence; not concurrently.

The sequence required is

1. Materials Tests
2. System Tets
3. Parts Tests

The Comparison Phase

The requirement for failure .iode checks in this phase was minimized by the
"measured weakening" technique that was developed to force the desired fail-
ure modes.

The program scheduling requirements demanded concurrent performance of the
three tests phases. This together with the evolved technical requirements
for a sequential order for the tests prevented the development of all the
data necessary to get specific life values for comparison with the service
data. In retrospect it is seen that any subsequent application of these
techniques must permit scheduling of the proper sequential order to the tests.

6



DESCRIPTION OF WORK ACCOMPLISHED

Selected Component

By agreement with the Project Office at the Flight Dynamics Laboratory
the Nozzle Actuation System Power Unit, Part No. 167352-2 (Federal Stock
Number 2995-475-0698), an all-mechanical position servo unit used for
the afterburner exhaust nozzles of the J85-5 engines which power the T-38
supersonic trainers was selected for analysis and testing under this pro-
gram. This unit will be referred to in this report variously as the VEN
Power Unit, Power Unit or VEN Unit.

Literature Survey

The literature survey was conducted in two separate efforts and two separate
lists of the references are presented in this report; one in Appendix A and
one in Appendix B.

In Appendix B is listed the more relevant items of literature found in a
general survey covering the broad fields of accelerated testing concepts in
general, cost effectiveness, systems analysis, statistical concepts, mission
spectra, utility and ranking theory etc. Many of the basic ideas presented
in these references have been incorporated in this program although not
directly enough to be specifically referenced. Instead an abstract of the
contents of each reference is included in a list arranged alphabetically by
authors name.

The specific references employed in the study of the fatigue failure mechanism
are listed at the end of Appendix A in the order in which they were referred
to in the text. These references in the text explain the data used from each
publication and so no abstract is needed in the tabulation of the publications.

7i
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Known In-Use Environmental Hazards

This portion of the survey covered the Environmental Hazards for the VEN
Power Unit and provided conclusions applicable to defining failures based*

on analysis of specified and actual environments.

Definition of Environmental Hazards

For purposes of this portion of the survey phase environmental hazards were
defined as those basic and specified installation requirements which the

equipment must resist in performing its primary function(s). It therefore
has to do with the structural integrity of the equipment, the covering and

sealing functions and the interface matching.

List of VEN Power Unit Environmental Functional Requirements

1. Hold Relative Position

1.1 Connect output position to A/C ground

1.1.1 Connect (3) flex shaft cores to A/C ground
1.1.2 Connect (3) flex shaft cases to A/C ground

2. Resist Environmental Hazards

2.1 Resist external mechanical hazards

2.1.1 Resist load
2.1.2 Absorb overload (protect gearbox but not pow2r unit)
2.1.3 Resist unwanted signal force
2.1.4 Absorb excess signal force
2.1.5 Accommodate input drive misalignrint

2.2 Resist personnel hazards

2.2.1 Accommodate backward rotation of input power
2.2.2 Resist improper installation
2.2.3 Resist interference
2.2.4 Resist pnysical damage (handling)
2.2.5 Resist improper rigging

2.3 Resist natural hazards

2.3.1 Resist temperature
2.3.2 Resist sand, dust etc.
2.3.3 Resist corrosion
2.3.4 Resist humidity
2.3.5 Resist pressure & pressure changes
2.3.6 Resist vibration
2.3.7 Resist acceleration
2.3.8 Resist shock
2.3.9 Resist explosion

8



An important part of this survey was to compare the A-tual Versus Specified

Environmental Requirements.

1. Specified Environmental Requirements

The original design specifications provided by the engine contractor for
the design and developam.nt of the VEN power unit established specific
environmental xequirements to be resisted by the device in performing
its primary functions in the following areas:

a) Ambient temperature range
b) Attitude (presdure utid pressure changes)
c) Humiditv (corrosion)
d) Power unit injLut drivs overload protection
e) Excess signal forca and rate
f) Input drive mWsalignment
g) Rigging (external stop adJustments)
h) Reverse input rotation
i) Palubrication periodb
J) Minimum useful operating life
i•) Hold positiot, against load-'

2. Inherent structural design csaract-ri-stica of covers and seals provide
resistance to environmental hazardav not specified such as:

a) Sand and dust
b) Vibrat ion
c) Acceleration
d) Shock
e) Explosion
f) Physical damage

3. Actual Environment

Results of the survey of the various customers and users of the VEN
Power Unit did not indicate a belief o.a their part that any specification
revisions were necessary to cover any new environmental requireients not
considered above. From the standpoint -)f failure and malfunction of the

VEN Power Unit to resist environmental hazards affecting operation of
the aircraft the survey resulted in establishing a gross ranking of en-
vironmental hazard failure modes. These are listed in order Qf importance
(seriousness) of malfunction on operation of the aircraft in Table 1.

It was noted that frequent overloads occurred due to deterioration of the
nozzle and actuators with time and temperature.

The human factor in the difficult and frequent rigging process has caused a
high probability of power unit overload from running against limit stop&. No

9



provisions for this were made in the original specifications and it con-
stitute@ an actual and unspecified hazard to the power unit. Power unit
failures caused by this hazard then became secondary failures and this must
be considered when classifying failures as justified or unjustified from the
power unit supplier's viewpoint. The systm responsibility at the engine
sanufacturers level is clear.

10
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Ranked Application Requirements

This portion of the survey phase covered the application requirements for the

VEN power unit and provided conclusions applicable to definition of failures
based on analysis of specified and actual requirements.

TThis survey, investigation and analysis established significant modes of
failure cf the VEN system as it affects functions of the engine and airplane.
It was tietermined that power unit malfunctions could result in aircraft de-
fined failures affecting safety of flight and mission. Two VEN system mal-
functions, nozzle fixed open (locked), and nozzle slews full open (runaway)
are significant for both safety o' flight under very limited but specific
flight conditions and for mission abort. It was decided that the VEN power
unit detailed part failure mode and consequence analyses would be deter-
mined fo. these two system malfunctions.

The survey also resulted in establishment of a synthesized typic1l T-38A
flight mission permitting estimation of average time of nozzle operation for
engine power conditions per flight hour.

VEN Power Unit Functions

In order to establish a means of ranking the requirements of the J85-GE-5
VEN power unit the functions of the unit were listed. The functions were
classified as passive and active, the passive being those required to Hold
Relative Position of the variable exhaust nozzle and to Resist Environmental
Hazards and the active being ones necessary to CHAHE RELATIVE POSITION of
the nozzle. The passive function requirements were discussed under Environ-
mental Hazards. The basic characteristics required to CHANGE RELATrJE POSI-
TION are listed as follows:

1. Actuate as needed to close nozzle.

1,1 Close nozzle to desired position
1.2 Accelerate close nozzle actuation
1.3 Close týazzle at desired velocity

2. Not actuate as needed.

2,1 Decelerate close nozzle actuation
2.2 Hold nozzle fixed
2.3 Decelerate open nG-zle actuation

3. Actuate as needed to open nozzle.

3.1 Open nozzle to desired position
3.2 Accelerate open nozzle actuation
3,.3 Open nozzle at desired velocity

12



Engine Function Ranking

Based on theae passive and a:tive requirements a listing of VEN system and
power unit functions's was established as listed in Table Ii. Each func-
tion was listed on an individual card and the cards coded to permit easa
in sorting and ranking. Order ranking was done by various engine and air-
craft engineering, personnel. These included responsible reliability and
design people of both the engine and the aircraft manufacturers ag well as
the test pilot iad training command personnel. Results of this ranking are
tabulated in T_.-!e III in terms of engine functions.

Failure definition, Indicatio:, and Cause

From the accumulation of data obtained during the survey trips to the engine
and aircraft facilities and opjzrating bases a listing of VEN system caused
aircraft malfunctions was established. Table IV provides a listing of the
system causes in terms of consequence to the aircraft.

Selection of Significant VEN System Malfunctions

From the listing of Table IV two VEN system malfunctions appear of major
significance in the ability of the aircraft to perform its function. These
malfunctions are (a) nozzle fixed open and (b) nozzle slews full open. The
malfunctions of the nozzle system to close the nozzle too slowly is con-
sidered to be similar to a fixed nozzle condition. It was decided on this
basis that the detailed part failure mode and consequence analyses would be
established on the basis of these two significant VEN system failure modes.

Additional Background Information

The following information established during this investigation was cov-
sidered to be of value for other phases of the program:

Table V Sources of J85-GE5 VEN Power Unit Reliability Information
Table VI Methods of VEN System Malfunction Detection
Table VII Possible Causes for VEN Power Unit Removal
Table VIII T-38A Student Flight Training Mission
Figure 2 Nozzle Position Map for Flight Mission
Figure 3 J85-GE-5 Variable Exhaust Nozzle System Characteristics

13



TABLE 1I

T-38A/J35-GE 5 Variable Exhaust Nozzle System - Power Unit Functional Re-
quirement

Power Unit Characteristics

CODE FUNCTION

Al Control A/B EGT (change relative position of nozzle)
A2 Control engine thrust or RPM (change nozzle position

per schedule)
A3 Hold position of nozzle fixed
A4 Actuate as needed to close nozzle
A5 Actuate as needed to open nozzle
A6 Resist external mechanical envirornent hazarde
A7 Resist natural environment hazards
A8 Resist personnel hazards

Bl Must not malfunction to cause A/C crash
B2 hMust not malfunction to cause A/C mission abort
B3 Must not mailfunction to cause A/C mission delay
B4 Must not malfunction to reduce engine performance
B5 Must not allw nozzle to be "free"
B6 Must not allow nozzle to slew to full open position
B7 Must not allow nozzle to slew to full close position
B8 Must not allow nozzle to cock or jam
B9 Must not allow nozzle to oscillate or chatter
B10 Must not allow nozzle to be erratic (jerk or step)
Bl Must not allow nozzle to slew in steps (stepping)
S12 Must not allow noazle to chatter

202 Hold relative position
201 Change relative position

105 Connect output position to A/C ground
104 Resist environmental hazards
103 Actuate as needed to close nozzle
102 Not actuate as needed
101 Actuate as needed to open nozzle

30 Connect 3 flex shaft cores to ground
29 Connect 3 flex shaft cases to ground
28 Close noLzlO to desired position

14



TABLE 11 (Cont'd)

CODE FICTIOM

27 Accelerate close nozzle actuation

26 Close nozzle at desired velocity

25 Decelerate close nozzle actuation

24 Hold nozzle fixed

23 Open nozzle to desired position

22 Accelerate open nozzle actuation

21 Open nozzle at desired velocity

20 Decelerate open nozzle actuation

19 Resist load
18 Absorb overload (protect gearbux)

17 Resist temperature
16 Resist sand & dust
15 Absorb excess signal force
14 Accomodate backward input drive rotation
13 Accomodate input drive misalignment

12 Resist physical damage - (handling)
ii Resist pressure & pressure changes

10 Resist corrosion
9 Resist humidity
8 Resist improper installation
7 Resist vibration
6 Resist acceleration
5 Resist shock
4 Resist in, roper rigging (of system)
3 Resist interference
2 Resist unwanted signals
1 Resist explosion

15



TABLE II (Cont'd)

Engine Characteristics

CODE FUICTIONl/MKIIMtCTI(IM

El Adequate NIL (DRY) thrust
E2 Too l1w o N

E3 Much too low t

14 Adequate A/B (wet) thrust
n5 Intermed. " o

16 No t "

17 Desired idle speed
18 Too low "

E9 Too high f"

1io No air s art
Ell No ground start
112 Excessive vibration
113 Accel. too slow

E14 Not accel.
E15 Adequate accel.
E16 Gross overtemperature
E17 Engine fire
E18 Engine explosion
119 Engine overspeed

16
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TABLE IV
T-38A/J85-CE-5 VARIAB7E EXHAUST NOZZLE SYSTEM

FAILURE CATEGORIES

DEFINITION OF INDICATION OF VEN SYSTEM
FAILURE FAILURE MALFUNCTION

F Aircraft crash Fire No known VEN power
Safety of flight Single engine landing <Ignition explosion 1  unit causes

SEmergency landing Overspeed explosionJ
L No thrust to acceler. Nozzle fixed open

at wave-off TNozzle slevs full
I open

0Nozzle closes too

Lslowly

Nozzle fixed
No thrust to acceler- {Nozzle slews full
ate open

Mission abort Nozzle closes too
(Significant L.slowly
failure) Thrust too low fNozzle slew. full

(Below 87% RPM) open
Nozzle fixed open
LNozzle oscillates

A/B thrust too low <FNozzle slew's full closed
Nozzle fixed closed
Nozzle oscillates

rNozzle slews full closed (when at shut-
Excess engine exhaust Jdown, causes excess EGT on next start.)
Gas temp. (EGT)-incl'd'g Nozzle fixed
engine not start

fNozzle slews full open
Engine overspeed <_Nozzle fixed

Mission delay •Unscheduled engine Any of above indications of failure plus
removal power unit oil leak (actual or suspected)

Nozzle stepping
LUnable to adjust

Kncvn overload (such as aircraft maneuver)

Engine periodic inspection
LMiscell. & nuisance Minor engine overhaul

Major engine overhaul
Obvious damage
Known contamination

Unknown history
Cure date expired
Convenience removal (with other equip-
ment)
Noisy operation
Non-repeatability of nozzle position
Nozzle fluctuates (at steady state-
cruise etc)
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TABLE V

SOURCES OF J85-CE-5 VEN POWER UNIT RELIABILIT! DIFORMATION

LOCATION TEST METHOD MEANS OF DETECTION

CWCD CPS 6340 Accept. Analysis of recorded para- | forces, sIg
test meters forces, phas~e laig

attenuation. Output
rate, steppiag, ctc.

GE-SAED Engine factory Engine Stability EGT •Engine thrust
test Engine response fRPM (Fuel flow

Accel. Tim• Nozzle area schedule

Nozzlz area schedule & position (A 8 indicator)
Norair-Palisdale Engine test < EGT

cell RPH
Nozzle stepping (A8 indicator)(specified limit)
Visual-nozzle & power unit behavior

-Engine accel. time-(specified limit)

RPM
"IS Aircraft-ground <ECT

Nozzle area schedule & position (A8 ind)
Nozzle stepping (A8 ind.)
2-engine throttle synchronization

-Engine sccel. time-(specified limit)

I'RPM

Aircraft-flight < EGT
Nozzle position (A8 ind.)
Nozzle stepping (A8 ind.)
T.0, distance (specified limit)
Rate If climb (specified limit)
AIC -eel.

_Engine accel.

ATC base Flight training RPM
EGT
Nozzle position (A8 ind.)
Nozzle stepping (gross)(A8 ind.)
To distance gross-by feel & observation
Rato of climb

Loss of thrust

Ground mainten- RPM
ance (engine EGT
test cell) Nozzle position

Nozzle stepping
Fuel flow
Visual observation of power unit, flex shafts,

-nozzle, T-5 motor, A/B fuel control

Arkansas City Engine test Similar means as ATC ground maintenance &nd factory
(GEO/H) cell
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TAB~LE VI

METHODS OF VEIJ SYSTEM MAKIYUtTION DETECTIODN

In Flight Conditions

Fire
Ignition explosion feel-hear-see
Ovcrspeed explosion
No thrust to accel. - feel-noz. position-RPl-fuel flow-TO. dist.-rate

jf of climb

Nozzle fixed - NoR. position -RPM (overspeed) - WT
Nozzle slew& full open- to - feet lack

of thrust
Nozzle closes too - No:. pouition - RPM roll back-uncecoverable RPM-
slowly feel lack of thrust
Nozzle fixed full - No:. position - RPM - feel lack of thrust when
open below MIL.
Nozzle oscillation - Noz. position - RPK roll back - feel lack of

thrust
Nozzle slews full - Noz. posidion - EGT
closed
Poor nozzle response - Synchronlation of throttle position between

two engines
Nozzle stepping - Noz. position indicator

On Ground (in addition to above)

Nczzle fluctuation - Visual observation of unison ring, noz. leaves,
T-5 motor, flexible shaft casing (quivers)

Oil leakage - Visual observation
Low oil level - Flex. shaft quiver
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TABLE VII

POSSIBLE CAUSES FOR VEN POWER UNIT REMOVALS

Power Unit Condition S ylp to

inoperative - lock up - jaimed - internal failure Nozzle fixed
Runaway - fails to stop on signal Nozzle slews open or

closed
Single direction operation Nozzle position indi-

cation

Slow output rate Nozzle slews too slowly
Erracic output - Random output: Nozzle slews too slow

or is fixed

Slow response Mozzle slews too slowly
or is erratic

Output stepping Nc-.zle moves in steps
Output oscillates - hunts Nozzle oscillates
Output creep - continues to close at shut-down Nozzle slews closed
Non-repeatability of output position Synchronization of

throttles

Unable to adjust Visual
Too high signal force to actuate Nozzle fixed
Negative signal force to actuate in close direct Nozzle fixed
Oil leakage Visual
Oil spurting at vent Visual
Noisy Sound
Known overload Nozzle fixed
Convenience removal with other equipment
Engine minor O/H
Fngine major O/H
External damage
Cure date expired
Known contamination
Involved in aircraft accident Specified by
Unknown engine history T.O. 00-20 A
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TABLE VI.I

T-38A STUDEN. !C'. TRAINING MISSION AND VEN POWER UNIT ACTIVITY

Estimated T-38A Student Flight Training Mission

Hrs/ Cruise MIL AAB

Mission Mission %_ Hrs, % Hr % Hrs.

Tr-rnsition 38.75 677 26.0 25% 9.6 87 3.15

Instrument 29.00 75% 21.75 22% 6.38 3% .87

Navigation 21.75 80% 17.4 17% 3.70 37A .65

Formation 36.50 657 23.7 20% 7.30 15% 5.50

optional 4_0 15 3L0 15% ,ýL 1jX __4

(extras)

Total 130.00 Hrs/ 91.85 27.58 10.57
Student Hrs. Hrs, Hre.

Aver. per fit. .71 hr .21 hr .08 hr
Hr per aircraft

Adjusted average time at condition per A/C flight hour.

P.ower Condition Time Noszls Condition

Idle 3 minutes Open Fixed

Cruise 40 mLnutes 1/3 open Schedule

Military 12 minutes Closed Modulating

After burner 5 minutes 3/4 open for 8GT

controi
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Service Reliability Data

Data Processing

The data processing of the Field Service Data on the J-85 Variable Exhaust
.Lzzle is divided into six phases:

1) Collection and correlation of data
2) Punching master "Shop" cards
3) Accumulating time since a unit was last in the Service Shop

4) Artificial suspension of incomplete events to measure success time up
to a cut-off date

5) Decision making to classity events or periods of operation dichotomously
as being successful or as being terminated by a failure

6) Calculation of reliability functions

Flow diagrams of phases one thiough six are shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
respectively.

Phase 1 - (Collection and Correlation of Data)

The basic field data is key-punched from the reporting form shown in
Figure 4, one card for each line. Each card records the data for either
an installation or a removal of a specific power unit and the related
engine by serial number. This data is reported randomly from periodic visits

to the operating bases. The first machine processing of the data searches
the stored list of installations and matches them to form completed event
cards. These event cards each describe an engine operating time period
and the engine operating hours completed during that period in addition

to the installation and removal data.

Phase 2 - (Punching Master "Shop" Cards)

Data on failed and replaced parts from the service shop which handles
all inspection, repair and overhaul activity for the power unit is key
punched, one part to a card to form a "parts replaced" deck. From this
list master shop record control cards are automatically punched defining
the form of failure for each power unit that has been in the service shop.

Phase 3 - (Accumulating Operating Time Since a Unit was Last in the Service
Shop)

The output of phase 2 is sorted into the event deck, by 1) power unit serial

number 2) installation date. If no "Shop Record Control" card precedes an

event this means that the unit was removed then reinstalled without coming

into the shop. The "on time", or number of engine hours between installation

end removal, may be added to the next event if A.=, Unit c'rinl nto.,,'rm

are the same. This accumulated "on time" is called "Time since work order
(T.W. )".
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The events may then be given terminal codes which designate the action taken

after a removal, that is:

OV unit was brought into shop

IN unit was reinstalled without shop work

LR removal record that was the last record of the Power Unit

SP card does not contain a removal ie, Power Unit is recorded as
still installed on that engine

The result of this orogram is the totalling of Power Unit "on times" until
terminated by being scnt to the CWCD Service Shop. The recording of this
total time on the last event card of a Power Unit success history and also
recording of that total time on the shop card for transfer of "time to re-
placement" on the list of parts replaced under that shop work order on that
specific Power Unit.

Phase 4 - (Editing of Ilicomplete Records)

All the events with no removals on 1hem are made into a deck. The computer
places an artificial termination date on the cards, chosen as the latest
date that the Shop Records are known to be complete, and computes an arti-
ficial "on time" from the mean hrs/day "on time" at each base. This mean
hour per day was determined by statistical analysis of the hours/day from
all the completed events at each base.

Phase 5 - (Condensing Events to Either Failure or Success)

the accumulated event history* deck is sorted by 1) Power Unit Serial No. 2)
Installation date. This puts the history of a particular power unit in
chronological order. The computor accumulates the "on time" for each power
unit beginning at the event immediately after the last event of that unit
defined as terminating in a failure, and ending with the last event in the
success history of that power unit. This summation of successful "on time"
is punched on a card and defined as a suspended "success item", i.e., suspended
before failure.

* Accumulated event history card is defined as the last event before the unit
was in the shop with the accumulated on-time since new or since unit was last
in the shop.

Phase 6 - (Calculation of Reliability Function)

Phase 6 accepts the output of Phase 5 plus the accamulated event histories
defined as terminating in failures. They must be sorted in increasing
accumulated ,

If a power unit's period of successful operation Ls terminated prior to
failure It has been termed a suspended item. These suspended items contain
information affecting the predicted positions of actual failures within the
population. Thus it is not correct to treat only the failed items in com-
puting a reliability function.
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If only the times to failure are considered, their order members are integral
(equi-spaced) counting numbers in the ranked order of increasing times to
f&ilure and from these the median ranks can be computed conventionally from
the total failed sample size. This assigns too high a population rank to
each failed item making the life estimates more conservative than necessary.

When the suspended item success times are included in the population,
the times to failure no longer have the same integral order numbers
but have fractional order numbers interspersed among the integers 1
through the total population size. This is done at each rank by
effectively equi-spacing all the subsequent items in the rank between
the last order number and Nf.

The program assigns mean order number to the accumulated histories if
they are failures according to the formula

Mi - M(i.1) +

where AMi - Nf + 1 - M(i.l) If a test is preceded by a success

Nf + 2 - Ni

or 6Mi = M(i. 1 ) If a test is preceded by a failure

M - mean order number
N a sample number
i = subscript for any unit (f f i e 1)
f a subscript for final

With the large number of items available in the data the median rank is
derived from the ratio of the mean order number to the total number of
items, Nf, plus one.

The survival may be calculated from

R - Mi
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The Measure of Reliability

The generally accepted definition of Reliability as stated in MIL-STD-721 is

"the probability that a system, subsystem, component or
part will perform its intended function for a specified

period of time under stated conditions".

The determination of the probability requires the definition of the mutually
exclusive dichotomous conditions of "success" and "failure" ("will perform"
and "will NOT perform"). It becomes apparent rather quickly in a practical

consideration that this definition of the line separating "success" from
"failure" is a function of the viewpoint of the decision maker, the available

"indicators" or symptoms, the system/sub-system/component/part/material in-
teractions, the human motivations, etc.

Since most controls and most humans operate most precisely on error or "dif-
ference" signals, it has become an accepted practice-to define the character
of the failures in reliability analyses and tests rather than the successes.
Engineering specifications generally define the successes and only imply the
failures in the dichotomy of interest here.

During the survey of 1{azards and Requirements, interviews were held with rep-
resentatives of all levels in the logistics chain including:

Power Unit manufacturer
Engine manufacturer
Aircraft manufacturer
Air Force flight Test Operations
Training Command administrators & technicians
Instructor pilots
Materiel Command
Engine Overhaul facility

It became evident that each had his own viewpoint and decision making symptoms
and criteria for determining the line between success and "failure" classifi-
cations.

In all cases the "failure"classes have been subsets of the gross population
of power units removed from an engine for ANY reason, justified or unjustified
and not re-installed on another engine but sent to the repair and overhaul

facility (in this case the power unit manufacturer). Of these,many are in-

spected and returned to service directly. Others have minor cover repairs or

seal replacements because of pending cure dates. Still others have internal
adjustments made or internal parts replaced as a precautionary measure. Some

are overhauled by contract whether necessary or not because as an engine ac-

cessory this must be done when *he engine is overhauled, etc.

At the other end of the scale are the classes of failures that occur in flight

and abort the mission; others that occur in flight but do not affect the mis-
sion. Still others are found in preflight and post-flight checks and do not
affect the mission. There are even subsets of these classes that are justified.

For each of these classifications a time-to-failure distribution exists that
is different and likewise a reliability that is different for each specified

time.
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It became evident that a more specific definition must be provided for the
kind of reliability (class of failure) that is of interest before any com-
parison with the test data may be had.
The collection and analysis of Service Reliability data was quite effective

in producing a very comprehensive coverage of the power units in service.

total No. of Installations recorded 1929

Total No. of power units installed and operating
as of I November 1963 1100

Total No. of Completed Installation and Removal
events recorded 829

Total No. of Units Received at Manufacturers
repair and Overhaul facility for which complete
replaced parts lists are recorded 453

Range of Installed Unit Serial Numbers 1419

Diagnostic statistical studies of this data promise to reveal the reasons for
much of the wide variation between justified and unjustified repair and over-
haul action. These studies could also support with hign confidence many cost
saving revisions in current military maintenance practices.

Use of Weibull type plots such as those in Figure 12 can be most useful for
this purpose.

The data plotted in Figure 12 shows a maximum Weibull slope of 1.6 which in-
dicates that the wear-out phase of the power unit has not yet been reached.
The maximum time on any power unit is just under 700 hours. The early power
unit overhauls d'ctated by engine overhaul periods have limited the amount
of time that could be accumulated on most of the units. A plot of the dis-
tribution of the total success time on individual units shows a median time
for the power unit design even though a total of 255,000 hours has been ac-
cumnulated on the number of units in service.

The early failures (infant failures) are evident in the Weibull slopes of
about .2 and .4 that occur within the first 80 hours of power unit life.
The majority of these have been traced to human failures in misrigging of
the actuators and power unit stops. Many others are due to unjustified re-
movals because of the difficulty of determining at the engine assembly level
whether the power unit is operating perfectly or not. The diversity and in-
adequacy of the symptoms and indicators of failure at the line maintenance
technicians level are evident from Tables V, VI, and VII.
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SYSTEM ANALYSIS PHASE

One of the developments of this program was the extension of a simple

reliability analysis method understood and accepted by designers of

non-electronic Aystems. •Reference (B21) in Bibliography)

the Approach

Adequate approximation is used in boi-.i logic and mathematics in order

to achieve simplicity and ease of understanding. The use of abstraction

and two-valued logic are indicated.

Exclusively human is the abiiity to creatL a simple mental or physical

symbol to represent a complex area of the real world (the invention

coimonly known as "abstraction"). This powerful approximating tool

allows man to sort out a single important idea and to discard temporarily

all the less essential compiextt,. It is the basis of the concept of

classifying things into so-called "exclusive" discrete sets; black-white,

true-false, positive-negative, and the set of numerical integers.

From it rises the two-valued approximation that assumes two separate

classes defined as "success" and "failure" in the broad continuous

spectrum of system performance.

Mental conflict arises when the precise boundary between these suppsedly
"exclusive" classes is sought and the reality of a blended intersection

becomes evident.

The conflict is postponed by the creation of an artificially separating

decision line located by some measuring parameter. The width of the

decision line f -q of indecision) is a function of the accuracy of this

mp~ssuriag paratu._;r just like the small but finite tolerances allowed

betwen go and no-go plug gages.

The usefulness of this approximating tool of classification may be ex-

ploited in the task and failure analysis with the conflict deferred by

sticking near the extremes to avoid the tegion near the decision line.

This also allows the use of the simple two-valued algebra of logic and

classes called "Boolean Algebra" (which also is the algebra of probabal-

istic mathematics). Everyday simple reasoning (logic) can be recorded

by a set of written symbols that represent the words(which are themselves

symbols) that are used to describe thoughts;

BLACK is BLACK and not WHITE or:

B - B and W

also

WHITE is WHITE and not BLACK or:

W - W and
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Here the agreement must be made to ignore GREY which is both:

BLACK and WHITE

which by the simplifying rules of the "invention" requiring exclusiveness,

must not exist.

So it is with the mutually exclusive classes of SUCCESS or FAILURE. The
generally accepted definition of reliability,

"The probability that a system will perform its intended
function for a specified period of time under specified
conditions"

implies the assignment of a FUNCTION or set of TASKS to be performed. Also

implied is the definition of a failure state or mode for each TASK so that

the probability of the system being in either of the two exclusive states of

performance, SUCCESS or FAILURE after some period of time, may be estimated.

The concept that the probability of success plus the probability of
failure equals certainty leads to the more tractable probability of
failure in the form:

System Reliability -1 - Probability of
System Failure

Non-electronic reliability is a CONDITIONAL PRCBABILITY --- it contains

"ifs". This means that the probability of system failure equals the

probability of a component part failure occurring and (times) the prob-
ability that this fa!lure will cause system failure if it does occur:

P(sf) - P(cf) X P(sf I cf)

Until recently, in electronics only, this conditional probability nearly
always equalled 1.0. In non-electronic systems the conditional P(sf I cf)

has long been known to vary from 0.000000 to 1.0. This may be called a

CONSEQUENCE RATING.

When P(sf I ci) approaches 1.0 then P(cf) must approach 0.0 for high reli-
ability. In aircraft this has been called the need for "prime reliability".

If by design we can make P(sf I cf) approach 0.0 then we need not ha'.e
high confidence that P(cf) approaches 0.0. This has been done under such
names as:

- Fail-safe Analysis
- Failure Effects Analysis
- Failure Mode and Consequence Analysis

The form of the system analysis contains the following:

- What must it do?

TASKS

- How can it NOT do it?

FAILURE W.!,1FS

- What happeis then?

CONSEQUENCES
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Failure analyses of the type commonly used in the aircraft industry and
the missile industry have had one notable limitation. They are generally
performed "from the bottom up". This means that detailed failure modes
of individual parts are assumed and these are then extended upward to
assess their _ffest on the system. This generally rcsults in a very random
and complex tabulation of cause and effect involving much duplication of
thought. Its randomness makes it difficult to organize end rank the con-
clusions drawn from it.

Another approach has been taken in this program wherein system functions
and failure modes are considered first in abstraction and later extended
and expanded to the sub-system and then toward the part level. The organi-
zation of the conclusions is thus supplied by the system configuration it-
self. The d..versity of the part failure modes to be considered can be re-
duced at the system level when order of magnitude differences exist between
the seriousness of the consequences of the system failure modes. This is a
technique for making an analysis of limited scope more efficient: by dis-
tributing the analytical effort in proportion to these consequence ratings.

Using the simplifying process of abstraction there can evolve two classes
of functions that are considered exclusive of each other but together in-
clude all of the functions of actuation systems: PASSIVE and ACTIVE.

The PASSIVE function is that assigned to the structural integrit of the
system to "HOLD RELATIVE POSITION". This is generally required at the out-
put of the system in ali of the six degrees of freedom of relative motion;
three translational axes (shears, tensions or compressions) and three
rotational axes (couples or moments).

The ACTIVE function to "CHANGE RELATIVE POSITION AS NEEDED" is that requir-
ing an energy source duch as that in the prime mover, the interfaces of
relative motion, such as bearings, and the "as needed" decision signal for
intermittent operation.

The passive function of "HOLD' may be subdivided and re-grouped on the basis
of the six degrees of freedom. It may be that five degrees remain fixed
continuously and the sixth component of pasition output (either translation
cr rotation) is maintained relative to the basic moving elements of the
prime mover for continuous output. The output may instead be maintained
selectively with reference to either the prime mover or to the fixed refer-
ence for intermittent output (such as a servo might produce). The mental
boundary of this functional classification must be checked to conform to its
assignment exclusively to the structural or volumetric integrity of the system
and its mechanical parts as they form a chain of position references resist-
ing externally and internally created loads.
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The active function of "change relative position" of "ACTUATE AS NEEDED"
may be considered a somewhat more artificial classification but is seen
to be most effective in assigning functional responsibility and defining
failure mode classifications. Sub-sets of this classification are various
ly defined in accordance with the type of actuation required of the system
Typical sub-divisions (partitions) of this functional classification are
symbolized as follows:

- for a unidirectional continuously operating transmission system;

ACTUATE = (run with specified speed and torque)

- for a unidirectional intermittently operating actuator requiring
a brake (bi-stable).,

ACTUATE AS NEEDED

ACTUATE (run)

NOT ACTUATE - (brake with adequately resisting torque or
force when output relativa position is to
be held fixed)

- for a bidirectional continuously reversing servo actuator with no

braking function (bi-stAble);

ACTUATE AS NEEDED

ACTUATE FORWARD

ACTUATE REVERSE

- for a bidirectional intermittently operating servo actuator with a
braking function (tri-stable)

ACTUATE AS NEEDED

ACTUATE (run)

ACTUATE FORWARD

ACTUATE REVERSE

NOT ACTUATE (brake)
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Further subdivisions of these active functions such as the "STARTING,"
and "STOPPING" transients between the "ACTUATE" and "NOT ACTUATE" classes
may be made as more detailed analysis of the system is desired.

An input that the system requires to perform the active functions is the
energy needed at the prime mover or transducer interface to create relative
motion. Where the system active function is to be intermittent an addition-
al input of intelligence or decision signal energy is required to define
the choice between ACTUATE and NOT ACTUATE or between ACTUATE FORWARD,
ACTUATE REVERSE and NOT ACTUATE as the case may be.

In addition, the interfaces (bearing surfaces and running clearances) hav-
ing relative motion must allow the change of relative position.

The binary success/failure concept requiring two mutually exclusive conditions
is most easily employed in the logical inversions:

SUCCESS - NOT FAILURE

FAILURE - NOT SUCESS

Likewise failure modes of the actuation functions can be defined and symbol-
ized by inversions of the functions themselves as follows:

NOT HOLD POSITION - FREI: - failure of the structural or volumetric in-
tegrity of the system as seen at the output where relative position
was to have been held.

NOT ACTUATE - LOCKED (JAMMD, SEIZED) - failure to change relative posi-
tion when desired.

NOT (NOT ACTUATE) - UNINTENTIONAL ACTUATION - changing relative position
when not desired (also called RUNAWAY or HARD-OVER).

occasionally opposition to the acceptance of assigned word symbols for these
abstractions is encountered because of the semantics involved. This is over-
come by agreement on an adequately detailed definition of the mental concept
for which an abstract geometric symbol like

A or or V
is employed. An assigned word symbol may then represent the geometric symbol
and then, without semantic encumbrances, represent the original mental concept.
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The most complex type of actuation system is the flight control actuation
system. All other types may be considered similar to one or two of its
three basic sub-systems. These basic sub-systems are:

- the power supply sub-system providing from an energy source a
continuously changing relative position with suitable speed and
torque capabilities, (or continuously changing volume with suit-
able flow and pressure capabilities)

- the sign sub-system providing from an intelligence energy source
a eigna-T7position controlling the connection of the power supply
or a fixed position reference to

- the output sub-system which provides the relative position character-
istics specified for the entire system.

Each of these sub-systems must be further divided into MOVING and
STATIONARY groups with an energy source specified where applicable.
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System Task Analysis

The purpose of the Task Analysis was to logically classify the equipment
functions as well as the functional contributions required by the related

component parts and also the material elements.

The analysis began with an abstraction of the system tasks and hardware.
The abstract analysis was followed by a detailed part and material analysis
of the power unit.

Abstract System Analysis - The overall VEN Control System hardware is shown
by the block diagram of Figure 13. The number with each block is the Hard-
ware Code No. from Table IX. The system hardware of interest for this pro-
gram is the power unit for the actuation system. This is shown in block
diagram form in Figure 14. Here again the block numbers denote Hardware

Code No.? namely, OUTPUT, POWER and SIGN.L. This level of abstraction is
generally sufficient for classifying the hardware.

In the second phase of the abstraction the system functions were classified
as being either PASSIVE or ACTIVE. The passive functions are defined as
those required to HOLD RELATIVE POSITION of the variable exhaust nozzle while
resisting the environmental hazards during various time domains of the flight
mission. The active functions are defined as those required to CHANGE RELA-
TIVE POSITION of the nozzle at various times. Lists of each of these functions
and the various sub-functions are shown in Tables X and XI.

The third phase of the abstraction was to combine the power unit hardware
and the power unit tasks. This was done using "tree" diagrams with Task Nos.
and Code Nos.

Another purpose of the abstract analyses has been to reduce the possibilities
of omissions in systems of complex functions.

Detailed Part Analysis - From the abstract analysis of the power unit hard-
ware listed in Table IX, it can be seen that each level of abstraction is
another adjective needed to properly describe the particular hardware required
to perform a particular task. To facilitate the detailed part analysis the
power unit hardware was listed irn detail. The Ref. No. refers to the Figure
and Index No. of Technical Manual, X.O. 6J3-8-4-24, Illustrated Parts Break-
down, Nozzle Actuation System Power Unit, dated 1 July 1963.
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TABLE IX

HARDWARE CODE NUMBERS

V-000 Vehicle

100.0 VEN control system
20.0 Power unit, actuation system

20.1 Clutch
20.2 Brake

30 Output sub-system
40 Moving parts

50 Open nozzle
51 Close nozzle
52 Fix nozzle

41 Interfaces and/or clearances
50 Open nozzle
51 Close nozzle
52 Fix nozzle

42 Stationary parts
50 Open nozzle
51 Close nozzle
52 Fix nozzle

31 Power sub-system

32 Signal sub-system

21.0 Flexible shafts
22.0 Actuators
23.0 Nozzle
24.0 Engine accessory drive gear box
25.0 Mechanical feed back
26.0 T-5 temperature control
27.0 Main Fuel Control
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TABLE X

PASSIVE FUNCTIONS

01 Hold relative position at environment

011 During actuate on desired signal

0111 Through output

01111 Moving
011111 To open nozzle (at environments)
011112 To close nozzle (at environments)
01112 Interfaces
01113 Stationary
011131 To open nozzle (ab environments)
011132 To close nozzle " "

0112 Through Power

01121 Moving
011211 To open nozzle (at environments)
011212 To close nozzle "

01122 Interfaces
01123 Stationary
011231 To open nozzle (at environments)
011232 To close nozzle (at o

0113 Through Signal

01131 Moving
011311 To open nozzle (at environments)
011312 To close nozzle "

01132 Interfaces
01133 Stationary
011331 To open nozzle (at environments)
011332 To close nozzle (" I

012 During not actuate on desired signal

0121 Through output

01211 Moving
012111 To open nozzle (at environment)
012112 To close nozzle " "

012113 To fix nozzle "o
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TABLE X (Co:,.c'd)

01212 Interfaces
01213 Stationary
012131 To opt,.n nozzle (at environment)
012132 To close nozzle " o

012133 To fix nozzle "

0122 Through Power

01221 Moving
012211 To open nozzle (at environment)
012212 To close nozzle " t

012213 To fix nozzle " "
01222 Interfaces
01223 Stationary
012231 To open nozzle (at environment)
012232 To close nozzle " o

012233 To fix nozzle ( "

0123 Through Signal

01231 Moving
012311 To open nozzle (at environment)
012312 To close nozzle " of

012313 To fix nozzle o "

01232 Interfaces
01233 Stationary
012331 To open nozzle ( at enviroAwent)
012332 To close nozzle " o

012333 To fix nozzle " "
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TABLE XI

ACTIVE FUHCTIONS

02 Chang relative position at desired signal

021 Actuate on desired signal (to clutch)

0211 Position output relative to moving power

02111 Provide position relative r- moving power
021111 To open nozzle (acc -e & steady)
021112 To close nozzle " "

02112 Allow relative motion
02113 Provide position relative to stationary power
021131 To open nozzle (accelerate & steady)
021132 To close nozzle o I

0212 Position power relative to moving power energy

02121 Provide position relative to moving energy
021211 To open nozzle (accelerate & steady)
021212 To close nozzle " "

02122 Allow relative motion
02123 Provide position relative to stationary energy
021231 To open nozzle (accelerate & steady)
021232 To close nozzle " "

0213 Positicm signal relative to moving signal energy

02131 Provide position relative to moving energy
021311 To open nozzle (accelerate & steady)
021312 To close nozzle
02132 Allow relative motion
02133 Provide position relative to stationary energy
021331 To open nozzle (accelerate & steady)
021332 To close nozzle " o

022 Not actuate on desired sitnal (to brake)

0221 Position output relative to stationary power

02211 Provide position relative to meving power
022111 To open nozzle (decelerate)
022112 To close nozzle
022113 To fix nozzle
02212 Allow relative motion
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TABLE XI (Cont'd)

02213 Provr.e position relative to stationary power
022131 Ts open nozzle (decelerate)
022132 To close nozzle "

022133 To fix nozzle

0222 Position power relative to stationary power

02221 Provide position relative to moving energy
022211 To open nozzle (decelerate)
022212 To close nozzle o

022213 To fix nozzle
02222 Allow relative motion
02223 Provide positiop relative to stationary energy
022231 To open nozzle (decelerate)
022232 To close nozzle
022233 To fix nozzle

0223 Position signal relative to stationary energy

02231 Provide position relative to moving energy
022311 To open nozzle (decelerate)
022312 To close nozzle "

022313 To fix nozzle
02232 Allow relative motion
02233 Provide position relative to stationary energy
022331 To open nozzle (decelerate)
022332 To close nozzle
022333 To fix nozzle
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System Failure Mode and Consequence Analysis

T'o purpose of the failure mode and consequ-nre nna!-,'Ls is to determine in
what ways the system cannot perform its functions and what happens if a
trilure does occur. A corm was devised which ciumbined the task analysis
and the failure mode analysis. Another phase of this was the construction
o! failure mode logic diagrams.

Tne analysis began with an abstractiou of the system malfunctions. The
,ib:•tract analysis was followed by a detailed part and material failure analy-
sis Lif the power uiit. Firnally, failure mode logic diagrams were constructed
.for two system fail:Le modes.

Abstract System Malfunctions

The failures or malfunctions are conveniently listed as the logical inver-
sion of the tasks or functions. For example, the malfunction of the ACTUATE
ON SIGNAL task (clutch whevn asked for) can be listed as NOT ACTUATE ON SIGNAL
(doesn't clutch when asked for). Care must be exerciscd in listing these mal-
functions to prevent cumbersome wording. For example consider the task of NOT
ACTUATE ON SIGNAL (apply brake when needed). The malfunction could be listed
as NOT NOT ACTUATE ON SIGNAL (doesn't brake or stop when supposed to). To
some this may appear confusing. Their preference may be NOT ACTUATE ON NOT
DESIRED SIGNAL (applys brake when not supposed to). Regardless of how one
prefers the wording, if there is agreement on the task or function definitions
then NOT performing the function (logical inversion) is considered the failure
or malfunction. This is more easily handled by using symbols. In the Task
Analysis, tables of the various system and power unit tasks were listed and a
numerical symbol assigned for each function. The symbol (0211) signifies the
active function of Positioning the Output Relative to the Moving Power During
a Desired Clutching Operation, see Table Xr. The symbol for not performing
this function is here assigned as (90211). For the purposes of this failu¶re
analysis the malfunctions or task failure mode numbers are the task n,'bers
preceded by the symbol (9); e.g. (902, 9021, 90111, etc.).

Detailed Failure Mode Analysis by Listing

A sample of the detailed analysis for one branch of the tree diagrams is
shown on a representative Task Failure Mode and Consequence Analysis sheet
shown in Figure 15 ,

This highly organized failure mode analysis was made for both the ACTIVE and

PASSIVE functions from the system level to the part and material level.

Failure Mode Logic Diagrams (Figures 16 and 17)

From the field surveys of the environmental hazards and the application re-
quirements the decision was made that two VEN system malfunctions are signifi-
cant for both safety of flight and mission abort. The two system failure
modes are:
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(1) LOCKED, OPEN - Nozzle fixed in open position.

(2) RUNAWAY, OPEN - Nozzle slews full open.

It is these two system failure modes which were analyzed in the construction
of the logic diagrams.

Of the many factors considered, four main ones were recorded and make up

the diagrams. The four main factors are:

(1) Part contributing to system failure mode

(2) Qualitative Consequence Rating

(3) Basic Material Failure Mode

(4) Redundancy

The part contributing to the system failure mode is shown by a number in a
box such as:

The number is the ITEM NO. assigned to the particular part from the power
unit hardware list.

The qualitative cctsequence rating is shown by a decimal number such as:

This rating results from the eval-ator's estimate of the probability that the
part failure causes system failure. Only four different values vere used in
this analysis. A list if the ratings and their definitions are shown on
Tsale XII.

The basic material failure mode is shown symbolically by another number such
as:

(010

The list of basic material failure modes is shown on Table X1IIvith the
asrigned symbols.

5
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It must be determined if parts are acting in series with other parts (no re-
dundancy) or are in parallel with other parts (redundancy) in the study of
part contribution to system failure. Once this is determined it is shown as:

The (+) is a syubolic (OR) and the (X) is a synbol meaning (AND). Tha
diagram above is read as - "If part 216 fails it is possible that system
failure will occur OR if parts 138 AND 138 both fall it is possible that
system failure will occur". The evaluators estimate of the probability of
system failure as well as the material failures considered can be read frod
the blagram.

Logic diagrams for the two VEN system failure modes (1) WOCKEDO OPEN and
(2) RUNWAY, OPEN were constructed and are shown in Figures 16 and 17.
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TABLE XII

QUALITATIVE CONS4LUEZE RATING

R* Q.

A. Total failure to complete task 0.00 1.00

B. More likely not to complete
task, but completion is 0.17 0.83
possible

C. More likely to complete 0.68 0.32
task but failure is possible

D. Very unlikely that task is 0.98 0.02
jeopardized

* R - Reliability - Probability of Succer

Q - Unreliability a Probability of Failure

Table XIII

BASIC MATERIAL FAILuRE MODES

MODDE SIWSL

Fatigue 01
Wear 02
Galling (Surface Seizure) 03
Ultimate (T, C, and S) 04
Yiel.d (T, C, and S) 05
Creep/Rupture 06
Spalling 07
Cocrosion 08_
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II

TASK FAILURE MA).
PROJECT

PREPARED BY
FUNCTION (TASK) MAL-FUNCTION (FAILURE

GROUP
OR MISSION FAILURE TASK Lk

M T TASK MODE FAILURE
OD TASK NO.MOD
NO. NO. _______

20.1 021 Actuate on Desired 9021 Not Actuate on 30 a
Signal Desired Signal

30 0211 Position Output 90211 Not Position 40
Relative to Output Relative
Moving Power to Moving Power

40 02111 Provide Position 9021J1 Not Provide 50 O
Relative to Position Relative
Moving Power to Moving Power

50 021111 To Open Nozzle 9021111 Not In Open Nozzle 20-

20-UB5

20-I.

20-131

20436
20-135

-140

-142

-1580



TASK FAILURE MODE AND CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS
I

MAL-FUNCTION (FAILURE) CAUSE EFFECT
SURCECUAIETS RECEIVER AFCE 1DFILURE TASGROUP OR CAUSAI VE TASK GROUP OR AFFECT£D TiF

DE FAILURE COMPONENT FAILUREORTASK COMPONENT OR TASK

"MODE /OOE TASK REQUIREMENTS TASK REQUIREMENr-
NO. NO. OF SOURCE GROUP N. NO OF RECEIVER GROUF...

Not Actuate on 30 0211 Position Output 100 02 Change Relative
Desired Signal !Relative to Position at

Moving Power Desired Signal

Not Position 40 02111 Provide Position 20.1 021 Actuate on Desired
Output Relative Relative to Signal
to Moving Power Moving Power

Not Provide 50 021111 To Open Nozzle 30 0211 Position Output
Position Relative Relative to
to Moving Power Moving Power

Not In Open Nozzle 20-100 0211111 Change Position 40 02111 Provide Position
About Mx Axis Relative to
(3 Gears) Moving Power

20-3Q3 0211111 Change. Position
About Mx Axis

20- 021111

20-131 0211111

20436 0211u

-130 0211111

20-13 0211111

-1h0 0211Ul FIGURE 15
L:O-,143. 021ll~l

-142 0211111

20-50 0211111

20-158 0211111
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:ONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS

/ EFFECT

CAUSAIERECEIVER ONSGRU ORK AFFECTED TASK CNE
CUSAETIVE TAS GROUP OR AFCETS / UENCES

FAILURE OR TASK COMPONENT OR TASK I
REQUIREMENTS CE TASK REQUIREMENTS - /.c '

'4w TAS IT REMARKSOF SOURCE GROU N . NO. OF RECEIVER GROUP / / ____REMARKS

sition Output 100 02 Change Relative
lative to Position at
:ving Power Desired Signal

•ovide Position 20.1 021 Actuate on Desired
-lative to Signal
)ving Power

Open Nozzle 30 0211 Position Output
Relative to
Moving Power

aange Position 40 02111 Provide Position
,out Mx Axis Relative to
3 Gears) Moving Power

i-hange Position
\bout Mx Ayx.

tv

FIGURE 15
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Load Stress Analysis

A conventional sutatic stress APLA17s19 %at ude Of ýst of the parts of
the power uuijt based on quasi-static loads. A dymmL.dc stress analysis,
based on loads determined by analog studies was also made. Waear-lifea

-' paramters were summa~rized from those ouztputs fro the analog study progran
specially designed for this pm'rpose.

These results were empl-yed tor ranking purposes to determine tike critical
parts as descr~.bed later in this report.

The entire analysis was initiated with th~e fo~llving simitaneous conside.-a-
tion.3: a parts discrimination to obtain a n.'clei of parts for analytical
pxrxpoxes, the Judicious segregation of sig-Uiiflant paraneters, and the
sez~lection of appropriate analyses.

AL crnn~ceration of 343 parts in the power unit necessitated -a oiscrimuinstory
process to obtain a nuclei of paits reserved for enalytical purposes. This
was a c~hriprcfise on che basic plan,*Sae for. progra 3chedulirag reasonsto
fit a compilex prcgran in a short calexaac time. The fail~e mode and con-
sequence aaalysis should have beeuz iist. This was accomplsaned via a
mental ranking of parts based upon previous experience mWI general consid-
erittions. For instance, the 141 at~taching parts and "I1 seals were not con-
sidered. Howevier, the 17 gears, 28 beisrings and 136 mechanical parts veri
conside.red and mentally ranked.

* There are many common paramet-'is which can be employed for an evaluation of
the integrity Gf parts. An investigation of the available paraiters pro-
duced only a few segregated paramerers. They are the following! stress,
load levels, bearing lives, cumulative damage and a wear-life parameter.

- The evaluatioa of these parmaaters form the basis of variousa ramnkin crit~eria
for the nuclei of anal-zed parts.

The analys13 Was subdivided into three phases. (1) a static stress analysis
was accomplished in whic~i two load levels were evaluated for couparattvw

_4 purposes; (2) a dynamic stress analysis was a~ccomplished ira which the data
obtained from the avalog study was applied to a few selected parts in order
to establish the cumulative damage during a specified time interval; (3)a
wear-life analysis was accomplished wherein the majority of the wear life
parameters are integrated.

The atatic stress analysis consisted of three sectionA, The first was a
gear train torsional analysis, wherein two steady torque levels were applied
independently to obtain~ the torques for particular gears. The second, the

'Aý beam strength of the gear teeth vsas evaluated and third, the bearing loads
and lives were developed, The static analysis was concluded with a ranking
of gears and a ranking of bearings.
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The dTMamac stress analysis was cooc*rned with the application of dyctasic
loads to a few selected parts in order to calculate cumulative amsages. Due
to the limitation of time, a coqlete dynamic stress analysis of all parts
vas obviously impossible and therefore another objective was established;
nmely, to calculate the cumulative damsge for a few parts asd thereby
establish the method of dynamic stress analysis.

The method of analysis used was not complicated but required a mmber of
iterative eperations. The time spectrum vas defined for a one-hour flight
mission and the torque or stress encountered as a function of time. with
this infornation, it was possible, after appropriate calculations, to ob-
talc the torque or stress levels, the corresponding xamber of cycles, and
then the cuminlative damage. This uethod was employed for three parts, the
161718 output reduction gear, the 168622 right hand clutch output gear,
and the 166732 right main spring.

The Wear-Life Analysis developed tables of sumatioms of an integrated
vear-life parameter for the sample one-hour flight i38itslC. These para-
meters carzot be, at the present time, directly related to "wear" but are
useful for rslative rarking within this class of parameters. Recommenda-
tion is made that future work consider methods of making this type of data
more concrete.
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Ana!R Study

I1: ,rder to assist in the development of a method for ranking critical parta,
the .kNP actuation system was simulated cm the GE analog comuter.

A circuit was develcoed to measure wear paseters of critical parts for
wer life deteraination. Counters were used to record stress spectrum in
order to determine fatigue damage.

Records were made of various criti-al parameters usirg typical test inputs.
These records will be used to dezeruine the dynamic stresses and life of
critical, parts.

Description of the Analog Simulation

The analog computer stmdation was made of the VEN actuation 3ysten and in-
cluded the dynamicz elements of the following:

1. Power unit drive system.
2. Power unit.
3. High speed shift.
4. Actuator with friction load.

The pw-er unit drive system consists of A shear link, gears, an Gver-r-umxif
spring clutch (drives podltive torques, over-rums negative torques) and gear-
lng to the input drive driu. These dynanics have little effect on the oper-
ation of tht power unit.

T-e power unit analog simulated the dynamic operation of the elements shom

TEASER"ISLEEVE MAIN
SPRING SPRING

INPUT ARINGI OUTPUT
OI ONTROL 2 O CPU

LINKS CLUTCHESMOESAR

I FEED-

1 3ACK

FIGURE 18
63
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The high apeed shaft and actuator elmets were represented by a spring-=ass
system with deadzone in the shaft windup angle (backlash in position) and

friction type load. One shaft and actuator was made to represent 3 sets by
multiplying the reaction torques on the power unit by 3. The arrangment of
elepmnts is shown below:

I OE P-F'D PE IHSPEED , SPEED_

U [T -T.O:RQ0.U E ISHAFT [-TORQUE1_ ! I RQUE!

Figure 19 High Speed Shaft and Actuaror

wear can be related to the energy dissipated at a surface or within an
elemn. To provide sa insight into this condition, a umber of wear
parameters were measured. Sam of these parameters were i- actual units
of energy. However, in sme cases the force measured was hcirUl to the
direction of motion and a coefficient of friction and a radiuo of action
wold be required to convert to energy. Actual conversion of the data ob-
tained required additional study or analysis, however, time limitations did
not pezrit this for inclusion in this report.
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Ranked Causes

Prior work has looked at the VEN power unit hardware and has considered all
the parts that could conceivably cause a system failure of either LOCKED,
OPEN NOZZLE or RUNAWAY, OPEN NOZZLE. The main factors considered during the
failure mode artalyses have been recorded by means of "logic diagrams". The
next step, in the effort to assess and accelerate testing for the reliability
of a complex mechanical component is the listing of the parts in order of im-
portance. The following describes the methods developed and used in indicat-
ing first, the critical parts and second, the most critical parts.

The failure mode logic diagrams of the foregoingr• step depict the part con-
tributors to the system failure modes, the vmterial failure mechanigm associ-
ated with the part failure, the probability of part failure causing system
failure and the arrangement of redundant or back-up hardware. The decisions
for ranking, the mathematical model. the technique for ranking of parts, and
the list of ranked VEN parts and material failure modes follow.

Rankin& Criteria - The most critical ,yetem failure modes were previously
defined as a LOCKED, OPEN NOZZLE failure or a RUNAWAY, OPEN NOZZLE. Should
either of these system failures be caused to occur, iV is considered that the
consequences could be loss of flight safety or mission abort. It is logical
then to state that the parts contr.buting to either of these syscem failure
modes will be more critical than the parts not affecting either mode. The
logic diagrams are a record of the part contributors. Indicating which of
these critical parts is the most critical now becomes the problem. An opti-
mum ranking method would assign each part and material failure mode a numeri-
cal value so that they could be listed in order of their importance. It
appears that values can be arrived at based on three criteria. The factor
for ranking is here expressed as:

F(R) -(PsjF x 'PF)x(,.

where

F(R) - Factor for ranking.

(P FjF) = Probability that part failure causes system failure.

(PIp) P Probability of part failure.

(C.I.) a Critical influence or number of timues each part
contributes to a Lailure mod..
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In describing the construction of the Io~ic diagrams, one of the terms used
was qualitative consequence rati t . This %as defined as the probability
that the part failure causes system failure, as estimated by the evaluator.
By definition then:

Qualitative Consequence Rating = (C.R.) - (PSFIPF)

Th2 logic diagrams serve as useful tools in determining numerical values tor
two of the three ranking criteria, namely (C.I.) and (C.R.). The (C4,.)
value can be gotten for each part by counting the number of times the part
appears in all the failure mode logic diagrams. The (C.R.) can be arrived
at by the szae manner; hordever, some modification is required wa-ere parts
are used as redundant or back-up menbers. The symbol for the modified
"-aluc has been taken as:

(C.R.') = Modified consequence rating

Since it is the average of the (C.R.') and sum of the (C.I.) values that are
of interest, the ranking expressitro now becowes:

F(R) - (1.,) Avg., x (PpF) X (C-I.) TOTAL

Mathematical Model - The logic diagrams form the basis for a mathematical
model for ranking the part failures. It was noted in the earlier description
of the failure analysis that there were two additional symbols on the blocks
of the diagrams which were not diqcussed, These symbols were used during
this ranking phase. The number in the smaller block within the part number
block ati.h as:

is the (C,1.)TOTAL for that part for all the failure modes analyzed, la the
example shown above, part or ITEM NO. 137 could conceivably be a contributor
to the two system failure modes a total of eight (8) difterent times or ways.

The decimal number above the (C.R.) block is the modified value (C.R.')
such as:

The modified value for each part was arrived at by considering the arrange-
ment of series (no redundancy) or parallel (redundancy) paths of hardware.
The rules established and used in this analysis for modifying the (C.R.) are
as follows:

If series, (C.R.0) - (C.R.)
If double parallel (C.R.') m (C.R.)/2
If triple parallel (C.R.') - (C.R.)/3
If n parallel (C.R,') a (C.R.)/n
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After tle construction o& the logic diagrams, the (C.R.') values were
asgigned and the mathematical model was evolved. The (C.I.) and (C.R.')
for each part and each system failure mode was counted and recorded. This
was done for the VEN power unit and two failure modes. The individual rank-
ing is based upon the larger (C.I.)TOTAL or larger (C.R.')AVG. as being
the more critical,

To show th. rest.•.ts of this ranking method more vividly, plots were made oi
(C.I.)TOTA x (C.R.')AVG per PART as a function of NUMBER OF PARTS. The

plot for all parts requiring "prime reliability" is shown in Figure
ead the plot for all the parts not requiring "prime reliability"' is shown in
Figure 29 . A "prime reliable" part as used in this analysis is defined as
ene with a (C.R.*) = 1.0. Thits means that somewhere in the diagrams, a
partircular part has appeared in a series arzangement and the qualitative
consequence rating was estimated to be 1,0. If failure of that particular
,art dt.d occur, then system failure was cextain to occur,

Technique of Ranking Parts - It was stated above that three criteria formed
the basE3s fo: a ranking factor. Up to thie point values for two of these
criteria were established from the marhematic •>o.els evolved from the logic
diagrar-s. Only the (C.N.') was used for any kind of ranking. The (C.R.')
value for each item determined the first list of critical parts by separat-
irg the "prime reliable" parts from the "non-prime" ones. Of the two hundred
twenty-four (224) items in. the parts list, sixty-four (64) were selected as
being more critical from the standpoint of requiring '"prime reliability" for
the two system failure modes considered. Of the one hundred sixty items re-
maining (224-64), the analycis designated sixty seven (67) additional items
which were critical by their appearance in the failure mode logic diagrams,
but did not require "prime reliabi.ity". Thus the original list of items
was greatly r-educed and further efforts to assess and accelerate tests for
the reliability of the power unit needed concentrate only on these critical
parts.

The next step was to rank each list of'•more critical" items to determine the
"most critical". Looking at Figures Z8 and 29 it first appears that this
could be done using the product of (C.I.)TOTIAL and (C.R.')AVC. as the rank-
ing factor. If this reasoning were followed then Housing 12 would be
listed most critical, Arm 188 next, then Gear Assembly 100, Mainshaft 211,
Housing 55, and so on down the curve for the "prime" parts. Looking over
any list of parts ranked by that method, it would be seen that alms. t always,
housing would Le at the top of the list marked most critica. However, past
experience in the field of mechanical components has shown that rarely has
a housing or a similar part been the cause of a system failure such as has
baen analyzed, mainly because a good mechanical design has recognized in
advance the criticality of such a part due to its complex functions. There-
fore, greater margins of safety are provided by incorporating generous fillet
radii, lower operating stresses, etc,

Allowances for deiign safety margins are inversely brought into the ranking
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factor, F(R), by the "'probability of part failure" criterion, (PIu). A
value for this criterion should be established by the structural analysis
for each particular part in question. The analysis is given direction by
the material failure modes recorded on the logic diagrams. Once a value
has been established for (PpF) the ranking of each list can be accomplished
by considering for each part the product of (C.I.)TOTMA, (C.R.')AVG. and
(PIp). The part with the highest product of these three criteria is the
most critical.

The technique for ranking of parts in order of importance is thus summarized
as:

(I) Establish relative importance of systeam tasks.

(2) Construct logic diagrams for the most critical system failure
modes.

(3) Establish list of "prime reliable" parts.

(4) Establish values of (C I.) and (C.R.')AVG" for all "prime
reliable" parts using logic Mkgrams.

(5) Establish values of (PpI) for all "prime reliable" parts by
means of structural analysis.

(6) Establish ranking factor, F(R), for all "prime reliable" parts
by the product of (C-I.)TOAL, (C.iRe. 3 AVG. and (Ppl).

(7) List parts in order. Part with highest F(R) value is most
critical.

List of Ranked Parts of VEN Power Unit - As mentioned above, the recommended
procedure for ranking of critical parts is to carry out steps (1) through (3)
prior to any structural analysis of the parts. With the data from step (3),
the structures analyst could be told on which parts to concentrate his efforts
since the total parts list has by then been reduced to only "prime reliable"
parts. For the VEN Power Unit, each of the sixty-four (64) "prime" parts
designated by step (3) above would be studied andsa value for the probability
of failure for each part would be established.

However, the structural analysis for this program had been stacted earlier
for program schedule reasons and was essentially completed about the sam
time as step (3). So instead of the analysis only considering the "prime
reliable" parts, the analysis looked at many parts of the power unit. Un-
fortunately but logically, the stress, life and wear study (structural analy-
sis) did not establish a probability of part failure for each "prime reliable"
part. items such as the input signal linkage system, housings, etc., were not
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completely stress analyzed. Therefore, a comlete ranked listLng was not

obtainable within the scope of this program.

Summaries of the results of the Stress-Life-Wear-l.nalysis present ranked

lists of parts based on some value which is represenzative of (PI•), proba-

bility of part failure. From the Static Stress Ana1,ysis, came the ranked

list of gears based on margin of safety and the ranked list of bearings

based on minLniA life in hours:

Gears Bearings

Item Nov MAI Item No, Life-Hrs.

136 0.11 99 71

137 1.03 * 218 382

100 3.12 135 926

105 4.35 98 955

121 4.71 * 1ll 1394

118 5.29 * 116 2594

151 5.70
73 10.8

from the Dynamic Stress Analysis, cumulative damage for an output reduction

gear (Item 100) and the right hand chltWch output gear (Item 136) were cal-

culated based on a one-hozr flight missicn. The following values were ob-
tained:

Gears
Item No. Cumulative Damage

136 D = 5 x 10-2

100 D - 2 x 10.7

During the construction of the two failure mode logic diagrams, it was

evident that some parts were critical items because of the possibility of

failing in the wear failure mode. The analog circuits were adapted to

measure various wear parameters for some of the items highlighted by the

logic diagrams. From the Wear-Life Analysis, the wear of the items in-

vestigated was calculated in terms of relative energy dissipated during a

one-hour flight mission. The values are as follows:

* Not "prime-reliable" parts.
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Wear Parts
Energy Dissipated

Item No, in,- lbs.-rad,/fllght

Output Bearings 358,629

Gears, etc.

130 81,787

131 62,600

166 58,205
222

* 170o 55,005 (lb.-rad.)
* 221J

* 138) 190
* 139J

Establishing the ranking factor F(R) was the next step to be accomplished.

As stated earlier, this factor was expressed as follows:

F(R) - (C.I.)TyoTrAL x (C.R.')AV." x (PpF)

From Figure 26, values of (C.I.)TOTAL x (C.R.')AVG. can be gotten for
each "prime-reliable" part. From the above structural analysis sutumaries
some form of a (PpI) value will be used. If the reciprocal of Margin of
Safety (1/m.s.) is used as a measure of (PpF) for the parts called gears,
then the ranking factor values would be:

Itm (C.I.) x (C.Rob) F(R) RANKTOTA (CR.'AVG.

136 4.5 9.10 40.10 1
137 4,3 0.97 4.10 2
100 11.2 0.32 3.20 3
105 4.0 0.23 0.92 4
121 4.0 0.21 0.84 5
118 4.0 0.19 0.76 6
151 3.6 0.175 0.63 7

73 4.0 0.093 0.37 8

If cumulative damage is used as a measure of (PQ ) for the two gears studied,
it can be readily seen that item 136 will again'be ranked higher (more critical)
than item 100.

*NoFt Prime-Reliable" part
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Item (C.I.).ML X (C.R.')AVG D F(R) RANK

136 4.5 5 (10-2) 22.5 (10-2) 1

100 11.2 2 (10"7) 22.4 (107) 2

For the bearings, if the reciprocal of the life (I/L) is used as the
measure of (PpF) of the three "prime-reliable" parts analyzed, the ranking
factor values would be:

1

Item (C.I.)TOTAL x (C.R.')AVG_ L P(R) RANK

99 3.0 14.1 (10 3) 43.3 (I0-3 )

135 4.6 1.08 (10-3) 4.96 (10-3) 2

98 3.0 1.05 (10-3) 3.15 (10-3) 3

For tha items in which wear is the predominate material failure mechanism
to cause part failure, the energy dissipated can be used for the (PPF) value.
Ignoring the output bearings and gears since they have already been con-
sidered in the above examples, the ranking factor values for the remaining
items would be:

Item (C.I.)TOTAL x (C.R.')AVG, E.D. F(R) RANK

130 5.0 8.18 (104) 40.9 (104 1

220 3.15 5.82 (104) 10.4 (104) 2

131 2.5 6.26 (104) 15.7 (104) 3

166 1.0 5.82 (104) 5.8 (10 4) 4

Based on the various lists presented above and a stady of Figure 28 0 it
was decided that the following items would be considered in tLe design of
the experimental program for accelerated testing of material failure modes.

FATIGUE WEAR SEIZURE

Item 136 Item 130 Item 188
Item 99 Item 220 Item 211

Item 201
Item 189

It should be noted that the items under Fatigue and Wear were decided upon
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using the technique of ranking parts developed in this report. However,
the items listed under Seizure were decided upon after studying Figure 28
choosing the items with a large (C.I.)TOTAL x (C.R.')AVG value that were
not listed by the ranking technique, and from past experience, mentally
assigning a value for probability of part failure. The validity of the
choices can only be checked by a study of the field service data reports,

Consequence Rating and Modified Rating

During the construction of the failure mode logic diagrams, qualitative con-
sequence rating values were applied by the evaluator. This value when re-
corded on the diagram was the evaluator's estimate of the probability that
part failure would cause system failure. The evaluator used values from
Table XII.

In arriving at the values in Table XII, it was realized that humans have
little or no difficulty assessing the two extremes of a decision. For
expi.4le, at one extreme is the question, "Does part failure cause total
system failure?" and at the other extreme, the question, "Is part failure very
unlikely to jeopardize the system task?" These are similar to decisions of
whether a part is black or white. However, when the part is neither all black
nor all white, the decision is more difficult for humans to make. What in
between shade is it? Is it more black than white but not all black or is it
more white than black but not all white? In a similar manner a failure analyst
might ask himself, "If this part fails is system task completion possible but
very unlikely?" or, "If this part fails is system task completion possible and
more likely? Seeing the need to have values for decisions between the two
extremes, it was dec ded to use a cumulative binomial apprQimation of a
normal distribution LEb (x, n, p) where n - 10 and p m *5 to arrive at "in
between" values. The curve is shown on Figure 30 where the qualitative
probability of consequence being complete failure is plotted as a function of
consequence rating. The curve was divided into four c-onsequence ranges, A,
B, C & D, and the mean of each range was used to determine a probability value.

These are the ones listed in Table XII. It is felt that the use of this approach
closely approximates the non-linearity of human response to decision making. Support
for this approach can be found in dissertations on human value and utility systems
in References 44 and 45.

The use of these consequence rating values has been a valuable tol in helping to
sort out and critically runk parts of a complex mechanical system. Going beyond
the scope of this study, even greater use can be wide of the consequence rating
value. If many modes of system failure are considered, each mode would be assigned
a value and eventually be considered in rating of each part in the failure mode.
In addition, further refinement of the assigned value near the critical extreme
(A a 1.0) can be achieved by experienced evaluators being capable of more closely
estimating the probability of consequence being coqmlete failure. In the analysis
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of the foregoing report, only one C.R. value was used at the critical extreme. Of
the parts considered, more resolution in ranking of "prime parts" would result if
instead oE using a C.R. Yalue of 1.0, a value of .99 (1 chance out of 100 task
would be completed) or .999 (1 chance out of 1000) or .9999 etc., are properly
estimated and applied. It caa' be seen that differences of 10 to 1. and 100 to I
can be achieved, ind differences such as these greatly help in ranking "prime
parts".

In the fcrwgoin3, it war exelained that for the analyils cert3in rults were
established for modifying the C.R. values depending upon the arrangement of the
part in reletion to redundant or standby hardware. The rules that were established
and applied, uniquely down-graded the consequences if part failures oLcurred but
stand-by hardware was available. This approach presented a convenient method for
helping to rank tCe various parts zonsidered in the two failure mode logic diagrams.
However, further work should be done to establish more probabilistically rigorous
rules in order to make greater use of the mathematic model evolved from each logic
diagram.

Probability of Part Failure (PpF) - Failure Rate

One of the criteria for ranking of critical parts is termed "Probability of
Part Failure (PpI)". This can be measured by failure rate of the part, which
is expressed as number of failures per unit of time. Unfortunately, failure
tate data for components of complex mechanical hardware of flight control systems
is hardly ever available prior to fabrication and extensive testing. Without
these data, accurate reliability predictions of new systems is almost impossible.
Makers of components such as catalog bearings, fasteners, etc., may have published
lists of generic failure rates for their products; however, the number of standard
or catalog items used in mechanical flight control systems is a small percentage
of the total number of parts. And inless failure rates for each of the components
is available, reliability predictions or ranking of critical parts are of limited
value.

In an attempt to assesa the probability of success (or failure) of the various
parts of a mechanical component a structural analysis is carried out. This is
performed with a prescribed set of operating conditions, and generally the result
is a value which is labeled design safety margin, or factor of safety, or hours
lLfe, or cumulative denage for each part considered. Herein lies the problem.
With the present state-of-the-art, a variety of terms or values are used, depending
upon the type of part or mechanism of failure, to describe the estimated part
success or inversely the part failure. What is greatly needed is a comon factor
for all types of parts and all types of material failare modes, so that all parts
of a system can be properly ranked. Further work must be carried out to develop
means by which a gear subjected to bending fatigue, a housing subjected to ulti-
mate loading, a bearing under radial and thrust loads and a push rod or clutch
discs subjected to material wear can be assessed for probability of part failure
by a common factor. Until this is done, the best attempts to rank critical parts
are subject to the variability of the experience and skill of the human evaluators.
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COST EFFECTIVENESS CONSIDERATIONS

A complete cost-effectiveness consideration consists of three basic parts:

- Confidence/Resource Criteria
- Effort/Accuracy Criteria
- Reduced List of Critical Causes

This phase was conceived as a method for providing information relating
the expected time and dollar costs of failure at the aircraft and engine
levels of the system to the time and funds that should be expended in
analysis and testing. This relationship might theoretically at least, be
developed to apply to future programs in supporting the development of
higher inherent design reliability in eqt~ipments and in supporting more
extensive reliability testing.

The required data for establishing the customer's confidence/resrurce
criteria (the measure of customer willingness to make resources of time
and funds available for obtaining a given confidence in attained reliability)
must come from some future long range analysis of total costs.

Likewise the actual cost in time and funds of obtaining a given confidence
in a test program is a function of the complexity, performance capability,
calendar time and contractor. Data for a specific relationship in terms of
time and money may possibly be obtained from other government studies like
those reported in ASD-TDR-62-751.

However, comparative studies of methods of organization of a reliability test
prografr. show significant improvements in efficiency. This efficiency is a
function of the randomness or orderliness in the selection of each successive
failure point for testing.

Effort/Accuracy Criteria

The cunulative "cost" of failure for the total of all the possible failure
points in a system may be normalized to a value of I. The risk function,
F (n), of being ignorant of some portion of this total cost is reduced as a
function of the amount of effort expended to gain knowledge in the form of the
cumulative probability of occurrence of the failure costs. The effort ex-
pended may be measured in terms of the numbe: of failure points, n, considered
for test out of the almost infinite number of possibilities.

The efficiency of some less than complete consideration (limited by availability
of finite time and funds) is influenced by the relative marginal decrease, o,
in risk obtained by the consideration of each successive failure point.

1 dF
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Integrating this marginal decrease in risk over some partial number of
considerations, n, we obtain the value for the remaining risk:

n F(n)

dn a dF -in F(n)

F(n) - exp[ - ]Gdn

L
n

jG dn
W •

For comparative purposes, we may consider some characteriscic number of
failure points1 N,vhich leave a risk, F, of e- 1 or 37% such that

G dn - I

Where F(n) has a distribution of the form

F (n) - a

It may be plotted as a series of straight lines on In In by In coordinates
with slopes a funccion of k as shown in Figure 51I.

Then the function G is of the form

(-)k-I

For the case where the sequential order of consideration of the n failure

points is purely random (typified by k a 1), the relative marginal decrease

in risk for each successive considerations averaged over a large n , is a

constant. When the sequence of consideration of the n failure points is

obtained from a ranking in an order progressing from most important to least

important, G may be called a ranking function. When the resolution between
successive steps in this ranking function becomes higher (represented by

smaller values of k) the ranking function *ssumes shapes approaching those
shown in Figure 3Z such as do Figures ZS and Z9
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Aeh the accuracy for a less than complete consideration having a high
ranking resolution (k -l ) is compared with that of a purely random con-
sideration, (k = 1) tht difference in accuracy is shown in Figure,35.

It can be seen from Figure33that an optimum efficiency is obtained for
less relative effort when the ranking function has the greatest resolution
(k is smallest)

Greatest resolution in the importance ranking function is obtained when
the costs of certain failures far axceed the value of the equipment or
cost to repair (as in flight safety applications) and when a greater depth
of analysis is used (more system failure modes considered).

The ranking function of Figure Z8 when plotted on Figure 31 after normal-
izing shows a slope approaching .7 and suggests an optimum relative effort
at about .3 . If actual zosts of failure at the aircraft level were obtain-
able and applied this resolution would be drastically improved.

Reduced List of Critical Causes

The comparison between the shape of the theoretical ranking function ior
k = .7 end the ranking of the "prime ," parts of the power unit is shown in
Figurs:2A. Figure53then suggests the location of the critical/non-critical
decision line at about ii/N - .3 (8 parts). Many other factors would influence
this choice in a practical case where true costs are known.

for the purposes of this program the clutch output gear on the gear-drum
assembly was selected as the most critical part for which to develop the
accelerated testing methods.
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ACCELERATED TESTING PHASE

Study of the Mechanisms of Failure

The only reasonable commonality in the infinite variety of non-
separable parts in non-electronic components is found at the
material level. It is at the material level that the real founda-
tion of non-electronic reliability has been built whether it be in
aircraft structures and equipment, bridge structure, or automotive
mechanical equipment.

When reliability testing methods are developed for the system level
of equipment the tests must necessarily all be separately designed
and any data resulting therefrom is seldom applicable with any great
confidence to a different kind of syatem. However, ary techniques
developed for testing at the material level are more generally ap-
plicable to the uses of the same materials in many other kinds of
systems. This reasoning has supported the heavy emphasis on material
failure mechanisms in this program. It also is believed the hypothesis
that any real step forward in accelerating testing of flight control
components would be taken through more comprehensive understanding of
material failure mechanisms.

One material failure mechanism, fatigue, was selected for study in this
program. The theory supporting the method of accelerating fatigue test-
ing is described in Appendix A.

STUDY OF THE FATIGUE FAILURE MECHANISM A

7

A detailed discussion is presented in Appendix A of the various factors
involved in estimating a fatigue acceleration reiationship for a structural
or machine element. The conventional S-N curve has been interpreted as
consisting of an initiation stage and a crack propa-ation stage; these two
regions being separated by the "damage line".

The crack propagation formula introduced by Cummings, Stulen and Schulte
was used to derive a fatigue acceleration law. For the special case of
zero mean stress, this formula is very similar to the Corten-Dolan formula t
except that "damage" is interpreted in terms of certain characteristic crack
lengths. It hae been shown that, by a simple modification, this same formula
can be used for the locally notched material.

The critical dynamic cra~ck length and its assoziated stress were used in TI
computing the acceleration relationship in fatigue. This permitted the
evaluation of the contribution of the lower stresses in the spectrum to
the fatigue damage in accordance with the concept of Henry. Ti

ti
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The criterion of failure has been based on a certain allowable reduction in
the static strength of the member or the attainment of the critical static
crack length.

The formula of Coffin for low cycle fatigue is recommended, and this formula
probably represents a crack propagation S-N curve since the initiation
period at high stresses is very small. However, this formula is not yet
directly comparable to the high-cycle formula because of the added compli-
cation of crack joining at low cycles and high stresses. Techniques have
still to be developed to adequately account for the effective length of
joining cracks.

The essential parameters that phenomenologically described the fatigue process
are listed below:

(1) The constants o-f0  or 1 0

(2) The crack propagation parameters; C , k, b.

(3) The parameters of the critical dynamic crack length.

(4) The parameters of the critical static crack length.

(5) The value of Afr' sr' and Nr.

A fatigue acceleration relation which takes into account the effect of the
steady or mean stress has been hypothesized.

Accelerated Systems Test

The purpose of the syster test program was to duplicate the aircraft and engine
mission profile as it applied to the VEN Power Unit. The engine exhaust nozzle
area schedule determines the input position signal to the VEN Power Unit and
its signal activity. The exhaust nozzle actuator loads determine the loading
on the output of the power unit.

By testing the power unit through the full range of normal operating loads
and signals distributed as they occur in the aircraft mission, a fully repre-
sentative sample of the expected life history was obtained. Special attention
to brought to the fact that the loads and stresses were not increased beyond
the normal range to create abnormal failure modes, Instead. the selected
critical areas, namely the roots of the teeth of the output gear. were "measur-
ably weakened" to fail in an abnormally short time in exactly the failure mode
selected at the normal loads.

The mission profile % as determined during the survey phase with considerable
attention given to t.j distribution c¢. _ie loads and the signal profile.

The first attempt at accelerating the test program yes a thorough analysis of
this profile to find out what areas could be condenaed or eliminated in
accordance with their effect on the selected critical failure mode.
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The output activity was recognized as being zero during certain portions of
the one-hour training flight mission when the engine nozzle area remained
constant, These were eliminated and the modulating or pulsing periods (four
in number in the aircraft mission profile) were seen to permit condensing to
two periods of different load intensity.

This first condension reduced the test activity needed to duplicate the
dynamic activity of the critical area in a one-hour mission to five minutes
(an inmnediate acceleration factor, F1, of 12/1).

The next attempt at acceleration was the pre-cracking or "measured weakening"
of the critical areas of the gear teeth. This was intended to initiate the
crack propagation stage discussed in the theoretical analysis. A procedure
was developed for periodic inspection of the gear teeth for crack measurement.
In this procedure special provisions were made to inspect the teeth without
introducing the chance for human error in disassembly and re-assently of the
unit that might have caused failure of the parts unrelated to service use after
normal production acceptance testing. Rigid routines and instructions were
prepared and followed to insure that no foreign matter that vnuld be excluded
by the cover and seals was introduced into the mechanism dur ng handling in-
spection.

Instrumentation was provided for monitoring an. cintroll;..b all the important
environmental parameters of the test as well as measuring of gear-tooth life
cycles as they related to the number of missions run. Three power units were
selected at random froa the production line (although later numbered serially)
prepared for testing and modified for instrumentation with special care given
to seeing that the mnodifications would in no way influence the test data.

The power units were tested for a total of 539 missions simulating 539 hours
of flight.

The test rig was designed to duplicate the engine system installation of the
VEN Power Unit. The rig consisted of a mounting table mounting a 15 horsepower
variable speed drive connected to a pillow-block supported power unit driv, shaft
by a positive drive toothed belt. The speed could be varied as required and
measured by an electronic counter pulsed by a magnttic pickup on the drive shaft.
The power unit mounting pad and drive shaft corresponded to the mounting pad on
the engine accessory gearbox. The power unit input arm was connected by a link-
age to a roller chain drive controlled by the cycling mechanism. (See Fig. 35 .

The cycling mechanism controlled both power unit input position and output load
in accordance with the modified mission profile.

The loading system used three b411 screw actuators and three flexible shafts of
the type actually used on the engine to duplicate the dynamic output impedance.
The actuators were connected through a strain-gage instrumented Morehouse ring
to a cast iron slider. This slider was clamped between two constrained leather
pads by an air cylinder to duplicate the friction loading of the engine nozzle
lea,'is, The cast iron-leather combination vas specially selected because of
the negligible difference between the static and kinetic coefficients of friction
and because of the relative invariance of this coefficient of friction with use.
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Three air-pressure regulators, solenoid-valve controlled, were connected to each
air cylinder to provide a statistically selected range of loads derived from
actual engine test data. (See Figures 3b, 37 and 38).

The input signal profile was produced through the action of a hydraulic servo piston
operating a spring loaded roller chain. This roller chain rotated a sprocket to
which was attached a lever arm and linkage connected to the power unit input.

The hydraulic servo system was programmed Ly a radial cam cut to duplicate the
dynamic portions of the nozzle area profile of a typical aircraft mission. The
cam follower operated by this cam positioned an induction potentiometer. The
signal from this potentiometer was compared with that from a similar feed-back
potentiometer attached to the servo piston rod. The two potentiometer signals
were compared in a demodulator and the errcr signal amplified to control the
hydraulic servo valve to correct the servo pistoft position. (See Fig. 39).

In the jet engine control loop of which the VEN Power Unit is a component, area
modulating pulses originating in the T5 amplifier are fed into the VEN Power Unit
during portions of the engine operating spectrum. These pulses were simulated by
a solenoid controlled sprocket idler which shortened the roller chain when energized
by deflecting it sideways. During this pulsing the cam was caused to dwell at
the proper steady nozzle area so that the servo piston remained motionless.
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TABLE XIV

DE)TAILS SHOWN IN PHOTOGPAPHS

1. power Unit

2. Ball Screw Actuators
3. Flex, Shafting
4. Load Air Cylinders

5. Servo piston

6. Cycler
7. g-Put Meteis

8. Load Monitor (OEcilloscOPE)

9. pulse Solenoid
10. Load Calibration Switches

11. Cam
1". Cam position -ransdicer

13. Dwell & Loac Control C'ui

!I;, Demodulator
15. Dwell Timer

16. Pulse Timer

il. Load Sequence and Load Calibration Switch

18. power Switch

19. Mission Timer
20. oscillaLor

21. Amplifier
22. Cam Drive Motor

23. Servo Position Transducer

24. Morehouse Rings

25. Air Regulators
26, Chain Drive

FIGURE 35

1. Power Unit
2. Ball Screw Actuators

3. Flex Shafting

4. Load Air Cylinders

5. Servo piston

6. Cycier
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SYSTEM TEST EQUIPMENT

FIGURE 35
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FIGURE 36

2. Ball Screw Actuators
4. Load Air Cylinders
8. Load Monitor (Oscilloscope)

24. Morehouse Rings
25. Air Regulators
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FIGURE 39

5. Servo Piston
9. pulse Solenoid

23. Servo piston Transducer
26. Chain Drive
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The cycling mechanism contained the cam drive motor, the cam dwell timer, the
pulsing solenoid timing sequence and the load solenoid timing and sequencing
shown schematically in Figures 40, 41, 42 and 43.

The instrumentation was of two general categories: that to monitor and control
the environmental parameters, and that to make measurements of the dependent
variables of interest. (See Figure44).

In the environmental control area an electronic counter was used to monitor
input drive speed accurately according to the mission profile.

Strain-gage bridges on the three Morehouse rings in the loading mechanism
monitored the dynamic load on the output actuators. A recording oscillograph
kept a permanent record of these loads for analysis and comparison with the
mission load spectrum,

A. recording thermocouple monitored power unit temperature to warn of any
irregularities in the normal energy dissipation of the power unit that might
alter the validity of the test.

To relate gear tooth stress cycles to the number of aircraft missions a pick-up
was designed and constructed which counted the number of times an indexed gear
tooth on the output gear in question passed any of six equally spaced fixed
angular positions. This information could then be converted to the number of
tooth engagements experienced by each tooth on the gear and all the mating
gears. Since this gear makes many revolutions in going between output position
limits, and oscillates in uneven fractions of turns while modulating, a simple
revolution counter would not show the uneven distribution of cycles between the
teeth on the same gear.

The gear position pick-up consisted of an extension quill shaft connected to the
output gear being tested, a soial and bushing assembly where the shaft extended
through the power unit cover, a slotted disc attached to the shaft and an array
of six exciter lamps and six photocells positioned equi-angularly about the quill
shaft. (See Figure 45).

The slotted disc was aligned with an indexed tooth on the gear. The slot in
the disc provided an aperture through which a lamp beam could pulse the photocell
aligned with it as the disc rotated with the gear. Six electronic event counters,
each one attached to a photocell, recorded the number of times the indexed tooth
passed a given angular position. Successive readings shoved the rate of accumula-
tion of tooth cycles as a f'anction of missions completed and the variation of this
from tooth to tooth.

The instrumentation used in this systems test is listed in Table XVI.
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IGURpj 42

17. Load Sequence and Load Calibration Switch

18. Power Switch
19. Mission Timer
20. Oscillator

:•21 . Am lifier
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FIGURE 43

11. Cam
12. Cam Position Transducer
13. Dwell & Load Control Cam
14. Demodulator
15. Dwell Timer
16. Pulse Timer
17. Load Sequence and i.oad Calibration Swicch
22. Cam Drive Motor
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FIGURE 44

7. E-Put Meters
8. Load Monitor (Oscilloscope)

10. Load Calibration Switches
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System Tes t Plan

The test plan was devised to employ the theory of crack propagation rates and
stress to significantly reduce the tims necessary to perform a system test to
failure in t-he material fatigue mode on the part(s) selected as the most critical.
The plan was based on the following approach:

If
- the critical parts could bit measurably weakened or pre-cracked by artifically
creating a crack in the crittcal area

and if
- this pre-crack were greater in length than the critical dynamic crack length
of the material

but
- some amount smaller than the critical static crack length under the normal
operating loads

then
- crack propagation should be rapid, continuous, and relativaly invar&ant fol.,
a given load spectrum

so that
- the system oparating time to failure will be considerably shorter than that
for conventional test methods

and
- the failure mode desired will be deliberately forced with relatively little
probability of another occurring other than secondarily (as an effect).

The ace-Aer•.ion factor for relating the number of missions to failure in this
accelet ,r.ed tes'Z to normal service life is developed in the following manner:

- Periodic inspections of the pre-cracked critical parts are made during the
test to measure the changing crack length as a function of the number of
missions completed and correlated with the number of stress cycles or tooth
engagements

- The logarithm of the crack length is plotted (using the logarithm ordnate of
semi log graph paper) as a function of stress cycles (on the linear scale)

- Using regression analysis the median slope of the linear portion of the crack
propagation function (below the critical static crack length) is obtained and

extrapolated down to the critical dynamic crack length of the material. This
extrapolation is considered justifiable on the basis of the low variability of the

crack propagation stage.
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- The median slope of the :rack propagation function is used to compute an
"1equivalent constant vibrctory stress level", Sea' from the relationship shown
in Equation (1) and from the material constants R and 0(previously derived.

- The intercept of the linear extrapolation of the propagation function with
the critical dynamic crack le-gth defines the lower limit, No, of the interval
(Nfr - No) while the number of cycles at compleLe failure, Nfr, defines the
upper lilnit. This completes the minimum system test phase. More confidence
in the accuracy of the experimental data may be had by running three system
tests (each on a different unit since secondary failures generally destroy
the unit). The system load spectrum on one should center around the median
of the I-pad range, and the other two units should be tested at load 'spectra
cetatert .i at the ,wct:remes of the load range (perhaps 2 or 3 O" from the

Each of these units will een nstrate a different crack propagation rate and
number co cycles from. pre-craý. to final failure. However, when the log of
the crack length is again plotted against a 1 .ntar scale of cycles a check can
be had on the three values pvoviding a range of "equivalent constant vibratorl:
stress" and their relationship to the three load levels imposed as well as Zhr;..e
simultaneous comparisons of the material constants k and*,

The determination of the early and -ore variable portion of the life is left to
testing at the part level at the "equivalent constant vibratory stress" where
stress cyr.Iing rates may be accelerated and where the sample sizes and test costs
are more' economically adjusted .:o give adequate confidence in the more variable
area.

In the developmunt of methods of "measured weakening" or pre-cracking of the
gear teeth sevetal unsuccessful attempts were made to develop adequate re-
ptatable :methods. lýaking a "stress-raising notch" was attempted by grinding
with thin discs but the disc edges broke d-o.n on the carburized material which
had a Rockwell C-60 hardness. Files were not obtainable with fine enough edges
for these 32 pitch teeth. Electric etching was found to be uncontrollable in
the current level.

The successful repeatable method was finally developed that used a tungsten
wire electrode with a chisel edge in a capac-ttor discharge resist.ance spot
welder. The energy discharge could be controlled by selectirn a fixed capacity
and a precise charging voltage. Experiments with various capacities t4d chang-
ing voltages werv checked by microscopic examination of etched metallurgical
sections of the fuja-4 area. Proper selection of energy level left a brittle
martensitic spot of metal when the fuzed area cooled. This brittle spot was
surrounded by a sharp, definable and repeatable ahrinkage crack of a length
equal to the width of the chisel edge on the tumigaten electrode.

The s ;ection of the size crack to be produced was made at the earty stage 0f
the test program and quite some time before the material test Specimens
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(R. R. Moore specimens) were received.

Based on past experience, che stress analysis of the gear teeth and the data
in Figure A5 a pre-crack length of .030 inches was selected. Each end of
each fillet on each side of each tooth on each output gear (144 places on
each power unit) was pre-cracked by the controlled spot welding method. The
presence and size of the pre-crack was verified by magnaflux methods and
examination under a microscope with a measuring relicle. The location of
these pre-crack marks is shown in Figure 46.

The gears were reinstalled in the power units with special care taken
to see that no human-introduced errors in assembly would invalidate the
test.

The power units were run a total of 539 missions with periodic inspections
for crack growth and computation of the number of tooth stress cycles
accumulated per mission.

When crack propagation did not proceed as fast as was assumed, it became
evident that the acceleration factor for this particular test would not
be as high as believed possible. The system test was halted after the
539 missions so that the material tests could be brought further along
to substantiate or invalidate the theoretical assumptions.

Program scheduling decisions made for the most effective use of the con-
tract calendar time had specified that the materials testing phase be
run concurrently with the system and parts testing instead of prior to
these other two phases. A calculated risk was recognized in delaying the
outcome of the mater 4 3as test so that the actual materials data would
serve chiefly as past-facto verification of the assumptions made earlier
in the system and qarti% testing.

SubsequenL a&aaysi6 of data from the materials testing described eilewhere
Ln this rcport showed that the residual compressive stress in the carbur-
ized case of the gear tooth materiai was considerably higher than had been
estimated. This made the "non-propagating" crack length for the normal
operaling stresses in excess of the .030-inch size of pre-crack used on
the gears in the assembly test. This high residual compresses stress
accounted for the fact that the crack propagation during the system test did

not proceed as fast as it could have.

It is recommended that any subsequent test programs not compromise the
proper order of testing so that test acceleration may be optimized with the
prcper materials parameters available before the more complex and costly
system tcsting is begun.

The system test provided the comprehensive data necessary for relatiag
tooth stress cycles to missions with the high statistical confidence. This

cycles/mission ratio forms a part of the second acceleration factor,F 2 ,
developed in the parts test phase.
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Accelerated Parts Test

The first step in the parts testing program was to design and develop a
sy'ste; capable of fatigue testing a gear from a production VEiZ power unit.
The waln criteria for th•e test system were adjustability of applied load and
frequency during operation for maximum compression of test time plus pre-
cision fixturing for accurate, repeatable tooth loading from gear to gear.

The method chosen was a combination of an electrodynamic shaker system for
the vibratory load and a relatively s3ft spring shock cord for the steady
load. The sinusoidal vibretory load was superimposed on a so•e-hat higher
steady load so that the gear tooth was never unloaded during the period
of a cycle, thus vvoiding an impact condition. A typical cycle would be
adjusted to have a tiniimzm tooth load of 20 pounds force with a maximum of
380 pounds force and noted as 200 pounds steady, ± 180 pounds vibratory.

� The dual test rigs are shown in Figure 47.

The gear holding fixture was Frecisely machined and finalNv assembled using
precision gauge blocks to obtain the desired line of load application on
Ehe gear tooth. The design allowed the gear holding plug to be simply but
repeatedly inserted in the fixture and rotated until the test tooth con-
tactea the loading rack insert. The plug was clasped in position at this
point and a preci'ion gauge block measurement check made to confirm the
proper !oce application line. The vertical position of the rack holding
block ras maintained by flexure plates attached at either end end fastened

. to the fixed base plate thus allowing horizontal motion at the loading member
while restrieting vertical and lateral motion. (See Figs. 48) 49, 50, 51.
and 52).

Installation of the test gear specimen, in the fixture vas followed by appiic-
ation of the steady load, the magnitude of which was set by the output from
the precalibrated Morehouse ring and monitored on the SR-4 strain indicator.

} The dynamic load was applied by increasing the oscillator output voltage to
4 the ampliiier-vibration exciter systea until the ouztput voltage frnm the

force gauge-amplifier qystes reached the required leel. The force gauge
s.Znal was also mcnitored by osctlloscope for detecring tooth chatter (in-
dicating vibratory load larger than steady leac.i.) and wave shape distortion
(indicating rossible start of a tooth crack). Frequency of applying fatigue
cycles was manually adjustable at the oacillator and could be increased or
decreased even while running with careful simultaneous compensation for
system gain tr maintain oscillator output voltage. During the course of
testing operation over a range of from 50 to 500 cps vas found to be satis- J
factory although the system is not limited by these extremes.

Cycle c;ounting was accomplished by triggering an clectronic digital readout
counter as the vibratory losd was applied, .

The test gears (obtained from the productiou line) originally contained
eighteen teeth, but were prepared for test by rmncving Lvo teeth between
each test tooth resulting in a test specimen with six teeth. This procedure
was adopted to provide clearance for the driving rack and to insure isola-
tion of each test tooth from the preceding fractu-e, (See Figure 49).
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TABLE XVI

DETKILS SHOWN IN PHOUUOGiAPNS

1. S',aker Control -7anel
2. Shaker
3. Impedance Head (Force Gage)
4. SR-4 Steady Load Indicator
5. MDrehouse Ring
6. Shock Cord
7. Force Monitoring Oscilloscope
8. Gear Test Fixture
9. Test Gear

,.0. Gear Mounting Plug
11. Fotigue Cycle Counter

?IrGUIE 47

1. Shaker Ccntrol panel
2.Shaker
4. SR-4 Steady Load Indicator
7. Force Monitoring Oscilloscope

11. Fatigue Cycle Counter
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FIGURE 50

2. Shaker
3. Impedance Hesd (Force Gage)
4. Si-4 Steady Lu l Indicator
5. Morehouse Ring
6. Shock Cord
8. Gear Test Fixture
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FIGURE 51

2. Shaker
3. Impedance Head (Force Gage)
6. Shock Cord
8. Gear Test Fixture
9. Test Gear
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3. Ic.edance Head (Fort. "age)
b. Shock Cord
8. Gear Test Fixtures
9. Test Gear
10. Gear Mounting Plug
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Parts Test plan

In the parts testing, the ultimate plan was to test a reasonable sample of
production gears at art "equivalent vibratory stress" ieter-ined from the
crack propagation rates measured under normal loads with pre-cracked gears
in the system test.

Each of the sample gears was to be tested until cracked to the critical
dyntamic crack length. The study of the fatigue failure cechanis= described
earlier, indicated that the greatest variability but shortest duration in
fatigue life would occur in this crack development phase. The speed and
ecconoy cf testing many relatively cheap gears at high cycling frequencies
to obtain 3 measure of tbhis variability was evident,

The distribution of cycles to "failure" (in this case achieving the criti-
cal dynamic crack length) thus obtained quickly 3d at Eainimum test cost
must be added to the cycles to propagate the crack from critical dynamic
crack length to final fracture obtained from the systems test. This systems
test is run with owrly z few samples because of the low variability encouat-
ered in the propagation stage and the relatively high cost of system test-
ing.

The preliminary portions of the test plan contained provisions for check-
cut of stability, repeatability and effectiveness of the test rig.

Tbey also provided for developing an S-N diagram to correlate loads and
stresses. Additional steps included eWperimentation for developing techni-
ques for measuring crack lengths &= propagation rates, verifying the pre-
cision of the pre-cracking technique auid its acceleration of failure, and in
determining how high an acceleTation factor could be obtained in testing.

Establishment of Test Load-Stress Relationship

To relate the test *c-ads on the gear tooth in the parts testing to material
stresses it was nece .%ary to calculate the bending stress at the critical
section of the tooth root fillet.

The fillet contour of a thin section of a production 167262 Output Gear
was determined by tracing from a 31.25 x optical projection, considering
several tooth spaces. This was done to ac .nt for production tooth p ofile
variations from the theoretical drawing specifications,

The Worst Load Radius of the 167262 Gear as meshed with its mating 167263
gear was calculated as the maximum radius of single tooth loading. This
was calculated from the minimum O.D. of the 167263 gear. (See FigureS3).

The projected height of the worst load radius was calculated as well as the
offset distance and operating pressure angle at that radius.
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These values wrt,* used to noiri<os the loading rack tooth profile with re-
spect to tia ceaterline of the tested gear in the gear tooth test -rig us8eg
gauge vixes &M Sgaue blocrs. This set ef cowviti.as prvdled the ux-tram
stress at time sam eritical aection created by the meshing of the 167;63
Cear with. the 1b1262 C'-a in ti a actual assembly. The gaging metnod is
shown in Figure 43.

The location o tbe crLti:al sectinn was dtterained zraphU-ally .-rder tae
condiLions of loading to locate :ae anticipated origin.

A scress load ratio of 418 Dsi/lb. of tooth load vas used to set loads in
Uw resting. A check of thic was made by plotting the S-N data frm the
testeJ teezh together with tOa. of the ,I. Moor* speciime tatting in the
materials teu progra.
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Testing

The first gear to be installed in the test fixture was intended for checking
rig operation, tooth loading pattern and testing techniques. The first few
runs also served to establish workable steady vibratory load ratios and con-
firm expected fatigue life at various loads. However, as rig operation appear-
ed completely satisfactory from the first tooth testedall preliminary data
could be included 4n the results.

An i•-edance head, which produces an acceleration signal as well as a force
signal at the driving point, was un-ed ti one of the two ri&s. As this data
for analyzing the mechanical impedance of the gear fixtur, system was avail-
able obcervatiotis of force, acceleration and their phase relationship were
made over a renge of 20 to 1000 cps. Analysis of the eita showed ro ur.vanted
resonances or anti-resonances over the requiree range of 50 to 500 cps.

After breaking several teeth comvletely and stopping several teeth With vis-
ible fatigue cracks started it became apparent that the change in magnitude
of the signal from the force transducer was a good indicator for the start
of propagation of a fatigue crack. A portion of the test was devoted to an
attempt to quantitatively relate the change in force signal to crack origina-
tion and crack propagation. Several gears were run in an attempt to establish
"beach" marks in the fatigue pattern by first establishing a small crack in
the tooth, then by running at a reduced vibratory load level for a period and
then by running again for a period at the original high level. This alternate
high and lo" level running was continued until the tooth brake. However, this
method was set aside when beach marks were not readily detected. Subrequent
analysis of the data gave evidenze that a descrepancy in the test procedure
had precluded the desired results. This renewed the belief that further in-
vestigation at some later date might find this technique a uzseful method of
measuring crack propagation.

An investigation of a gear weakened by pre-cracking in the corners of the
tooth root by a small spot weld mark produced a propagating crack in a very
short time. An inspection at 32,000 cycles revealed a .030" crack developing
from this prt-.,;rack. Subsequent inspections at regular intervals provided
data for a curve of crack propagation vs. cycles with the f:.nal crack length
measured at 0.2270 juaL prior to complete failure. Several gears were used
to establish S-N curve data by testing over a wide range at loads. Another
attempt at determining crack progression consisted of running the six teeth
of one gear specimen until a change in force response was noted and then
stopping the test. However, each tooth was stopped after a progressively
lArger change in force response (indicating development of a larger crack).
The gear was then heat treated for a period of time in order to oxidize the
metal inside the crack so that later after the tooth had been broken off
quickly and completely with a high load, oxidized areas might be discernable,
The results of this test showed promise.
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The first tooth (having the smallest change in force response) with no ex-
ternally visible crack produced very slight indications of the typical blue
oxide discoloration. The second and third teeth with still no externally
disrernable cracks produced small discolored areas in the order of a few
thousandths of an inch in length. The fourth tooth with an easily visible
crack shoved the blue discoloration over roughly one half of the final frac-
tured area. The fifth tooth vith a large visible crack was oxidized over
approx•frately two-thirds of the final fractured area. The last tooth broke
completely off before the heat treatment shoving that the full rattge of re-
sponsa change had been covered.

Observations made during tht period nf teating indicated that the system was
extremely stable prior to the development of a crack in a tooth. Variations
in response durinj steady s:ate appeared less thaz, O.5%. Consequently
citanses of 1% or more could readily be detect ,d an-- the system shut down for
inspection for locating a crack.

This testing proved that detection of the start of a -rack in a gear tooth
by its impedance change could be made earlier than by any other known =ethod.
Further txploration of this technique and more conmprehensive correlation of
crack size t4th impedance cha&se is reconsvnded.
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Accelerated Materials Test

The materidls test phase of chis program was initiated to establish the
material coustants necessary to develop the acceleration factors to relate
fatigue life to crack propagation in accordance with the theory previously
discussed.

Fifteen material test specimens were procured in accordance with detailed
specifications shown in Table VIII and Figure ra . Five of the specimens

were selected at random and run at constirt stress levels to complete
failure at 10,000 cycles per minute with the results as follows:

Se _n No. Stress Cycles to
ksi Failure

C-8 t 150 32,000
C-4 ± 135 129,000
C-6 ± 120 896,000
C-l0 ± 110 19,912 ,000
C-15 ±: 100 81,278,000

It was decided on the basis of this data to generate cracks deliber-
ately in some specimens to develop methods of making them to a prescribed
size.

To develop methods of making cracks of a prescribed size it was decided
on the basis of the foregoing data to run specimens at a stress level
of ± 140,000 psi to form cracks deliberately. This stress level was
selected because it promised to develop cracks in a short time (under
129,000 cycles or 13 minutes at 10,000 RPI) but not so short a time
that crack propagation was too rapid to stop or to measure.

These tests were stopped periodically and the specluens inspected
with a 30 x binocular microscope with a measuring reticle in the lens
system. Typical crack development histories are shown in Figure 54-
The ability to generate a crack .030 to .033 in. long at this stress
level was demonstrated. Certain of these specimens cracked at t 140,000
psi were then run at lower stress levels 80,000, 95,000 and 100,000 psi
to failure with the crack propagation rates determined during periodic
stops for inspection and measurerent with the microscope. The data is
plotted in Figure 55.

One specimen (C-9) was run for 140,000 cyales at ± 140,000 psi and
no crack Was seen. After 150,000 cycles a crack .0304 inches long
appeared. Such rapid appearance of a crack indicated that the
crack had started and grown below the surface (probably at some
large inclusion) before opening to the surface. The stress Was
lowered to ± 80,000 psi and crack progress was monitored until
failure after 47,000 more cycles. Examination of the ftactured
curface after failure confirmed that: the origin of failure was sub-
surface. The inclusion which initiated failure was .0022 inches
long by .0012 inches wide and .024 inches below the surfaca. The
appearance of the fractured surface LU shown in Fig. 516.
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FRACTURE SURFACES OF FAILED SPECIMENS
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The effectiv. length of the crack was determined from the fractured
surface after failure to be .104 incnes at the time it appeared oa the
surface at .0304 inches and the 80,000 psi testiig was started.

A verification of the efficacy of the capacitor discharge welder method
oý pre-cracking was made by making a .03 inch mark (identical to
those made in the gear tooth fillet radius) at the midpoint of specimen
(C-12). A 100,000 psi stress level was selected to minimize the length
of the test and still makc propagation slow enough to monitor. The
crack propagatlon rate was identical to that for the specirien pre-
cracked by first running at ± 140,000 psi to develop a crack .0297
inches long and then continuing at ± lCO,000 psi to failure.

The next step of the material test program was planned to determine
the critical dynamic crack length in the normal operating range of
stresses experienced in the fillet at the root of the critical power
unit output gear. At these stresses cracks are very minute and slow
•n developing in the early stages of the fatigue life, visual observa-
tion, evcn with the highebt power microscopes becomes subject to the
vagories of human vision and boredom. A photographic method previously
developed was used to record the appearance of the specimen periodically
throughout the test. When a crack became readily visible with the naked
eye it couid be located or, the photographic record aid readily traced
backward and measured in the pictorial history of the crack. The
equipment used in this photographic method is shown in Fig. 57.

The photographic method as developed, used 35 nm fine grain film and
a magnification of approximately 4 Y. Although a higher magnification
might appear to be preferred, it was necessary to be sure that the
cracks developed would be in the field of view and this entire field in
focus. The 4 x magnification was the practical compromise. With the
use of a fine grain film and a fine grain developer, the image on the
film was easily lIrojected on a screen to give a clear picture at magni-
fication of 100 x. This enabled meas.zrements of crack length with ac-
curacies tat the order of .0005 inches,

Obliqj3 liglat.ng of the polished specimen produced light reflections
from the edges of the crack against a dark background. The negative
shows a dark cract against a light background in the projected image.
A positive print appears as shown in Figure 58.

1o obtaia a coVlete picture of the surface of a specimen, 18 pictures
were taken around the circumference. The shaft of the fatigue testing
machine was indexed for this purpose.

The individual fields overlap enough to insure complete recording of
all possible cracks. Initial photographs of the surface before any
running is started were taken to facilitate locating cracks since small
imperfections and inclusions on the surface make a sort of map of the
specinen surfae,. One specimen photo&raph was made to include a ruler
divided into hundredths of an inch to adjust the projected image of
the film to 100 x magnification and facilitate accurate measurement of
the crack length.
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Specimen C-3 was tested as a control for coaparison wiLh previois
data at ± 140,000 psi, but failed after 54,030 cycles sorewhat sooner
than expected since photographs were spaced at 10,000 cy,lz intervals.
A second specimen, C-2, developed the first visual crack .130 long at
260,000 cycles. Subsequent inspection oý the film shows the crack first
appeared after i30,000 cycles when it was .002 inches loný. At 240,000
cycles it was .004 in. long and grew to .005 in. az 25G,000 cycles. At
this ?oint it was decided to obtain the crack propagation rate at the
normal operating stresses. So this specimen, C-2, already cracked
(.1C33 inches long) was run for 1,000,0GO cycles eaci at the foliowing
stress levels with no measurable increase in crack size:

t 60)000 psi
± 65,000 psi
t 70,000 psi
I 75,000 psi
± 80,000 pRi
± 85,000 psi
± 90,000 psi

When the stress level was increased to *95,000 psi crack growth
proceeded steadily to failure.

It was this data that finally gave a measure of the residual com-
pressive stress in the hardened carburized case of this waterial and
brought to light the reason for the poor acceleration factor obtairned
in the systems test.

A residual compressive stress haG long been known to be created in
the case of carburized steels in heat treatment. It is a major
reason for use cf this material for gear teeth requiring high relia-
bility. It serves to raise the "non-propagating" crack size for
each given stress level. ("Non-propagating" here means no signifi-
cant propagation uider A06 cycles although slow and internittent
crack development does proceed with an accumulation of cycles in
excess of 1,000,000),

Subsequent analysis of certain portions of the data from the various
material specimen tests provided the correlation between "non-propa-
gating" crazk length and stress level for this material as shown in
Figure 59 . Plotted with this same data is that from Figure A5
for 4340 through-hardened steel. The normal operating stresses of
the critical gear teeth being tested in the system test lie within
the range of 60,000 to 85,000 psi. The ,030 inch pre-crack size
selected for the gear t3oth fillets carly in the system test program
was well above the n t-propagating crack length curve for the 4340
steel but unfortunately below that found later as shown in Figure 59
for the carburized sMS 5260 (AISI 9310) steel.
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Had this material data been obtained prior to the system testing,
a pre-crack in the order of .200 inches long might better have
been used on the gear teeth. It is estimated that had this been
known eariter, the systen test could have been shortened to some-
thing in the order qf 20 miss'.ons ta failure or approximately 100
minutes of actual rumning ti*e.

Analysis of the data shown in Figure 5 5 using Equation (1)
established the material constants for this material as:

= 4 Z
k = 2.3 x I0-2 4

The materials test program served to verify the theoretical
approach to accelerated fatigue testing through crack propaga-
tion studies. The required constants for the gear tooth material
were established as planned.

Scheduling of the three phase test program in any further applica-
ticn Gf these techtiques should place the three phases in the
sequential order:

1. Materials tests

2. System tests

3. Parts tests

to have the information required for the start of each phase avail-
able in the proper form from the preceding phases.
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TABLE XVII

Material Fatigue Test Specimen Specificat-on
(ft. R. Moore Rotating Beam Type)

All R. R. Moore fatigue specimens are to be mch~ned and ground in
bccordance with the following basic 'rocedure, maintaining identity
of each specive-n throughout the cycle (identify specimens on recess
of tapa.red area!.

1. Rough machine using coolant - leave Centez section apprtmimately
.020 oversize using AIS 6260 steel (AISI 9310) supplied by pro-
duction stores and identified by heat number.

2. Finish machine using coolant - leave center section approxiaately
0.008 oversize.

3. Grind center section to approximately 0.002 o-jersize using coolant
and freshly dressed wheel vbich follows template having same contour
as specimen.

4. Heat treat as follcws:

Carburize in salt at 1550"1 ior one hour.

Transfer to neutr&l salt at 1480"F and hold 20 minutes.

Oil quench.

Temper 275*F for 3 hours.

Case hardness to be Rockwell UN 90 - 90.5 and case depth to
be .012 - .013 inches deep.

Core hardness to be Rockwell C38.

5. Polish specimen to size in a longitudinal direction only (no cross
polishing) using three or four successively finer meth abrasive
cloths and a lapping lubricant so as to obtain a finish of 2 micro-
inches RMS max, Care minust be taken to make sure that polishing is
done without any burnishing or localized heating.

6. Stress relieve at 2756F for 3 hours.

7. Dip specimen in a fingerprint neutralizing, water displacing rust
preventive oil and wrap carefully prior to shipment. Vendor to be
approved by Metallurgical Department.
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COMPARISON P•HASE

Reduced Life and Failure Mode Check

The requirements for effort on this task were reduced to a minimum by
the earlier deveiopments of the program. Use of the "measured weakening"
approach forces a specific failure mvide to occur. The originally antici-

pated need to check the failure mode produced with that being investigated
was eliminattd.

The use of overstress methods, excessively accelerated, generally produce
a "try-it-and-see" approach Lo development of failure modes not inherent in
the methods developed for use in this program.

The parallel or concurre-t scheduling of certain phases of this program
required for efficient p'ogram planning within the contract time period
prevented the complete s .- uential development of all the test data necessary
to obtain a specific red-ced life value. Previous sections of this report
have discussed the evolved necessity of a specific sequential order to the
development of the test data to permit the determination of suck a specific
reduced life value.

The system test phase showed that consideration of the active/inactive
portions of the mission profile enabled test duration compression (or
acceleration) of 5 times.

A permissible tooth stress cycling rate in the parts test (200-500 cps)
was found to be approximately 100 times that occurring in the compressed
system test (approx. 10,000 cycles per hour of mission time).

A permissible fatigue cycling rate in the materials test (10,000 rpm on
the R. R. Moore test sample) was found to be approximately 60 times that
occurring in the compressed system test.

A possible shortening of the system test using the proper pre-crack size
("measured weakening") to between 5. and 40% of the normal time to failure
was verified in tests to failure of precracked gears in the parts tests
program.

Service Life Prediction

Each of the test phases required to develop the acceleration relations re-

quired for this portion has been validated theoretically and proven feasible

separately but not repeated sequentimily to obtain specific combined values

because of program limitations. Development of specific life predictions

is dependent upon this sequential development of combined values.
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Comparison with Service Use

The necessity for further understanding of what "kind" of reliability was of
most concern became evident. A wide deversity of the classification r.f fail-
ures was encountered In the Survey phase and in the analysis of the Service
Data. Study beyond the intent of this program must be devoted to this protlem
so that an approach of practical use to the Air Force may be taken ii.tead
of the many more idealistic concepts of failure classificatian.

Until specific success/failure criteria are defined for each specific set of
hardware tbere will be as many different reliability functions to compare with
as there are failure classifications. To evaluate all of these is presently
impractical, Future work may provide a sound basis for selection of a few
pertinent failure classes not presently justifiable.
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Conclusions and Recomanimdatinns

This effort resulted i;. the development of techniques whereby testing

time required for electromechanical components can be red-..ced below that

normally required wOt• statistical testing r:ethods. Techniques were

developed for applying "measured weakening" (pre-cracking) to a small
output gearing mechani:r'n to accelerate fatigue failure in a fraction of

the previusly requiTed time.

To accomplish tnls, the approach followed and the resulting conclusions
were as follows:

- Determin,.d that state of the art reliability testing generally
follows the statistical testing procedures that require large

numbers (hundreds) of parts and last for long periods of time.

- Selected an all mechanical spring clutch position servo (3-85
variable engine nozzle unit) as a typical control component on

which to verify the testing techniques developed.

- performed a system failure analysis to isolate and reduce the

predominant material failure modes for this unit to a select

few. The failure modes selected were -- fUtigue, wear and

seizure.

- Developed techniques for acceleratirg failure modes by "measured

weakening" of individual part areas.

- Applied the "measured weakening" to the output gear of the servo

to accelerate fatigue failure. The required test time was less

than 20% of normal test time using conventional methods.

The concept of "measured weakening" permitted:

- system testing at normal variations in operating loads, environ-
ments and conditions to

a. avoid development of extraneous failure modes usually associated

with "overstress" testing

b. accumulate mission/cycle datA for component tests

c. account naturally for interaction between modes

d. duplicate normal energy losses and their effect on the integrity

of the overall system
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reasonably short testing times to failure in 'he full system
config'iration where testing is most costly

evaluation of the highly variable portions of the fatigue life
at the part and material level where the testing and the required
increase in sample sizes are most reasonable in cost

- extreme tinte compression of the longer and morc variable portions
of the fatigue life by using the high cycling rates permissible
at the part and material level using adjustable frequency loading
d evices

- duplication of the type of failure that has its origin in a non-
predictable circumstance (an overload that produces a given crack)
and then proceeds by the "wear-out" me,,'e.anism of crack propagat..on
to complete failure.

Other serendipitous con,!zlions were drawn from the research conducted under
this program. These conclusions follow.

There are as mary values of the reliabili'v function 4a there are definitions
of failure. These definitions and the cri ,ria that determine the success/
failure dichotomy vary at each .tase of the iong ..hain from original supplier
to ultimate user. Requests for reliability numbers must be more explicit
than has generally heretofore been recognized.

Many design analyses in the past ha, been based on worst-caso analyses
and requirL-ents. Normal case prob.,ilities are not easily determined direct-
ly from this kind of analysis.

Considerable work still needs to be jone on the othsr modes of material fail-
ure to develop enough understanding -o suggest approaches to accelerating
.-ests to failure in these •des. This is not a simple urdertaking.

Specific developments recommended to improve and augment the work done under
this program are:

- further investigation of the promising use of dynamic response cOanges
as an early measure of fatigue crack development

- improvement in the accuracy of measurement of cracks near tioe in-
clusion size level

- development of pre-cracking methods for other types and hardnesses
of material titan those considered under this program

- evolution of techniques applicable to other mechanical failure modes
such as wear, cotrosion etc.
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The following general recommendatione are made:

A studv should be made of ways to include in component specifications the
things they should not do together with a ranking of items from most desir-
able to leabt de-Irable (most undesirable). This departure from today's
all-or-nothing-at-ell specifications would aid considerably in optimization

of not only the design effort but also the approach to reliability testing.

A study should be made to develop a standard for --no most useful definitions
of failure for flight cornrol systems. Cost effectiveness studies should
supplement these to establish the relative costs of these failures to the
Air Force. These are necessary for more efficient apportionment of effort
in the reli&bility area,
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APPENDIX A

Sd of the Fatigue Failure Mechanism

The approach to accelerating the testing of the fatigue failure mode has
been through the study of the concept of cumulative fatigue damage. Much
work has been done in this area to define the milestones in the fatigue
life of materials. When these za.lestones are related to life frestions
we have the tools to relate some small portion of Lhis life reproduced in
testing to the full normal life span to failure.

Considerable work has been expended during the last 50 years to develop a
satisfactory cumulative fatigue damage relation. Recently, Grover (1) has
made a comprehensive survey of the existing cumuletive damage theories and
has concluded 'Most relations so far advanced have one or more of the follow-
ing limitations: (1) no physical mechartism is clearly defined so the rela-
tion contains factors identifiable with concepts useful in design (or life
prediction), (2) too many experimental data are required for engineering
calculations, (3) mathematical calculations are cumbersome". He goes on to
say "It is suggested that . . . a better theory should be based on a real-
istic account of the physical mechanist or mecia•nisms involved". An ex-
tensive bibliography in this fa.eld is to be found in references (1) and (2).
In most of the theories, no accouiat is taken of the fact t1tat a crack
formed at a high str-ss level may lower the "fatigue limit" of the compon-
ent and thus allow tne crack to propagate at stresses below the original
fatigue limit. One exception to this general situation is the method pro-
posed by D. L. Henry (3). A further criticism of most proposed theories
is that they do not take into account the manner in which a crack is formed
and propagates until complete failure. Still another objection is the loose,
ill-defined ter, "damage", that generally exists in the literature.

In recent years a more realistic contribution to the fatigue "damage" of
,V metals and structures has been the study of the initiation and rate of prop-

agation of fatigue cracks. These observations are often not compatible with
assumptions that previous investigators have used in developing their
fatigue damage laws, and consequently the validity of previously proposed
laws is open to question. In 1955, Demer (2) made a comprehensive summary
of fatigue crack propagation. Schijve (4), in 1956, presented an excellent
survey and discussion of crack propagation and some additional data on crack

A, propagation. He says '"atigue crack propagation studies are considered to
be a more refined phenomenological evaluation of fatigue test results. They
may therefore 4llow a more rational approach to establishing relations for
several general fatigue problem".

During the last few years, an increasing amount of experLmental data has
beccue available on the nature of the initiation and propags.-ion of fatigue
cracks. Also a limited amount of data has been observed on the existence
and nature of no- -plyop ain cracks. Although there still exist some con-
tradictory statements on the nature of crack propagation in the literature,
a large portion of the recent literdture appears to be consistent. A brief
review of the existing knowledge of crack initiation end propaSation, serves
as a basis for the approach to accelerating the fatigue failure sode taken
in this progra.
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The Nature of Crack Initiation and Propagation

It In generally corncluded by most investigators that the number of cycles
involved in propagating a fatigue crack between the time it is yery small
and the time complete failure occurs is a major portion of the total number
of cycles to failure. Conversely, the number of cycles that is involved in
iittiating e very small crack ia a somewhat minor part of the total numear
of cycles except, perhaps, for stress levels near the so-called fatigue
limit. It is this observation that first nuagested an approach to acceler-
ating the fatigue failure mode in a test program. The actual division of
the fatigue process into these two stages haa been somewhat dependant on
the resolving power of the techniques used to detect the first micro-crack.
For example, the authors of references (5, 6) in testing small rotating-
beam specimens of high-strength steels observed micro-crack lengths of the
order of 0.0005 inches at about 5 to 10M of the total aunber of cycles to
failure. Hunter and Fricke (7-9) in testing aluminum alloys found that
this "precrack" stage depen led on the type of alloy that they tested, In
the high-strength aluminum alloys they found that the precrack stage was
about 20 to 407 of the total number of cycles except near the so-called
fatigue limit where this ratio becawi higher (equal to 100X at the fatigue
limit).

Statements have appeared in the literature (7) that contradict the above. These
suggest that visible cracks, especially in small laboratory specimens, occur
near the final fracture. This can be true since a visible crack might be
1/16 or 1/3 of an inch long and most of the cycles had already been consumed
in propagating a micro-crack of 0.001" length to this value, and the rste of
propagation at this visible size may be very high so that only a few addi-
tional cycles are required for complete fracture.

There seems to be no disagreement in the literature that once a micro-crack
becomes sufficiently large it will propagate in a relatively contiruous
fashion until comp!etn fracture occure. However, there is some discussion
in the literature as to sthat constitutes an initial crack, since a technique
that adequately identifies tlt initiation of a microccopic crack has not been
difficult to develop. S a thors (1.0, 11) indicate that strain-hardening,
or in some cases strain ioftentn;, occurs during slip within the crystals
during the first appicsatoI.s of strtss. This is followed by czacking along
the slip bands (Hempal, Thowpson, etc.., References 12, 13) and some of these
adjacent cracks aventually join to form a single micro-crack which then
propagates by itmeit.

In order tt simplify this picture of crack initiation and propagation into
one that can be used for engineering purposes, Schijve (4) (and earlier
LanSer (141) suggested that the total number of cycles to failure be divided
into two stages; (1) a prccrark or initiation atae and (2) a crack propaga-
tion stage, admittig that th,ey Zound the division between Lhese two stages
arbitrary since it depended Pi the limiting size of the crack that could be
observed.

aecencly, careful tests (6, 8, 15) have shown that when the microcrack is
small, of the order of the gran size Wii a polycrystalline material, there
are extended periods during th,.e early propagation when the instantaneous
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rate of crack propagation becomes essentially zero; that is, the crack stops
propagating. As the crack becomes longer these so-called "hesitation periods"
apparently become so small tnat they are not apparent to the experimenter
except by continuous observation of the crack growth (15). However, for all
practical purposes, the crack growth may be considered continuous except
during the early stages when the hesitation periods are sufficiently pro-
nounced to be readily observed.

It has been established from crack propagation studies (4) that the final or
crack propagation stage is a relatively larger part of the total life at high
stresses than at the lover stresses near the fatigue limit.

Another point that has been observed in crack studies (4, 6) on plain speci-
mens is that the variability in the fatigue life to c.mplete failure is
largely caused by the high variability in the initiation state. A relatively
small part of the varitoiility of the total fatigue life can be attributed to
the crack propagation stage. This situation can be readily rationalized on
the following basis. During the. crack propagation stage, the front of the
crack tip is sufficiently large to plastically affect many hundreds, or thou-
sands, of grains, so thit its growth on the average is dependent on some
average gross property of th. metal, On the other band, the number of cycles
to initiate a crack is dependent on the strength of the weakest microscopic
spot and these I.ndividual strengths are considerably more variable than the
average strengths.

The variability in the total number of cycles to failure has been found to
be greater at stresses near the fatigue limit than at the higher stresses.
This is to be expected on the basis thaL the crack initiation stage is more
significant near the fatigue limit.

In parts whose geometry alone does not cause a high stress gradient and a
single high stress point the number of cracks that initiate at or near th*
high stress area increpses when the stress level i. increased. A detailed
discussion of this fact and the relation to inclusion sise in high-strength
steels is given in reference (16). In that study it was found that, at low
stresses, cracks started only at the largest ipclusions, while at the high
stresses cracks initiated at small as veil as at large inclusions. Further-
more, at the higher stresses, the number of small cracks per unit area is so
great that these cracks often Join to form one sinSle crack that dictates
the final fracture area. Mann (11), Peteison (18), and Marco and Starkey
(19), have also reported this effect from multiple nuclei at high streOsesf,
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Description of the S-N Curve and the "Damage" Line

Nearly all S-N curves obtained from laboratory tests represent complete
fracture of the specimens. Such information is not realistic since the

failure criterion of a critical full-scale machine or structural part is

usually based on observations at periodic inspections of a certain maximan

allowable crack length which is often only a very small fraction of the

periphery of the critical section of the part.

Figure A Ishows a log-log plot of a typical median S-N curve representing

complete fracture. The upper branch of this curve is roughly a straight

line provided the alternating stress does not extend to a value that is

too high. The lower branch of the S-N curve is either horizontal, or has a

slightly downward slope.

Between this S-N curve for complete fracture and the ordinate corresponding

to one cycle lies a line that many years ago was called the damage line.

The use of this former concept of a "damage" line will be retained in this

report. However, a more precise and mathematical definition will be given
for this line.

In the period of 1930 to 1940, a number of investigators attempted to

determine the position of a "damage" line in respect to the fracture S-N

curve for various materials. (A review of this early work is to be found

in Battelle's book "Prevention of the Fatigue of Metals".) In this type of

test, specimens were prestressed for a number of cycles at stresses above

the fatigue limit and were then retested at the fatigue limit. If the

specimen failed at the fatigue limit, then the damage line was considered

to be located below the point corresponding to its prestress conditions.

If it survived for tie required number of cycles, the damage line was con-

sidered to be located above the point corresponding to its prestress condi-

tions. By testing a sufficient number of specimens in this manner, it was

possible to locate, at least roughly, the position of the damage line.

Usually, it was found that this damage line was somewhat parallel to the

fracture S-N curve, but in some materials investigators concluded that no

damage line existed above the fatigue limit since damabe started very early

at low overstress.

This type of test seems to have been diszarded after about 1940, since no

significant papers appear to have been published on this method after that

time. This is probably because the concept is misleading; it certainly does

not mean that damage does not .:cur before the damage line is reached. How-

ever, the damage line can be interpreted in terms of the critical dynamic

crack length associated with the fatigue limit. As explained later, there

is a critical dynamic crack length associated with each stress level. There-

fore, at the fatigue limit, there is a maximum crack length that will not

propagate regardless of the number of imposed cycles. It will be seen later

that deliberately created cracks (weakening) were designed with this in mind.

The damage line represents the number of cycles at each stress level to

initiate a micro-crack of a length equal to this critical crack length (.)
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at the fatigue limit. That is, If the specimen is prestressed at a condition
c'rrespondioE to a point just below the damage line, its fatigue limit will
not be affected.

It is postulated that the damage line is thereforc a convenient and definite
boundary separating the initiation or precrack stage and che crack propaga-
tion stage, provided it can be defined in the specific manner proposed above
(see FigureAI).

Between the "damage line" and the final S-N cucve for complete fracture lies
the crack propagation stage. Thiu stage is subjected to little or no scatter
since the rate of crack propagation is dependent, among other factors, on
certain bulk characteristics of the metal.

As noted above, most, if not all, of the scatter in the final S-N curve for
complete fracture is caused by the large scatter in the initiation stage.
Since there is practically no scatter in the crack propagation stage, the
distribution of the fatigue lives for complete fracture has a definite mini-
mum value which corresponds to the number of cycles of the crack propagation
stage (provided we define the start of the propagation stage by a constant
). Therefore, any proposed distribution function for fatigue life must

for this definite minimum number of cycles. Crudely speakfng, the
lower boundary of a "scatter band" of failures is the true lower limit of
life and may be used as the estimate for tie S-N curve of the propagation
stage.

Because of the indefiniteness of thea length of the initiation stage, its
high variability and the unpredicta'ble nature of its relatively long hesita-
tion periods, no completely satisfactory mathematical model has been develop-
ed to relate the length (in cycles) of this stage as a function of the stress
level and nature of the initial stress raisers. Testing of actual parts and
materials is required to develop the empirical relationships. This testing
is of relatively short duration however because it requires only testing for
the length of the initiation stage, some 5 to 107 of the total life for
ferrous materials.

The lower branch of the conventional S-N curve is believed to be caused by
a peculiarity in the initiation stage. At stress:s near the median fatigue
limit or near the average long-life (say 100 x 1.0 cycles) strength, the
tips of the embryonic micro-cracks run into "road blocks" in the form of
stronger grains which either prohibit entirely gurther growth or reduce the
rate significantly during the progress when the tips of the cracks are find-
ing more circuitous paths around the road blocks. Some investigators are
of the opinion that, in metals exhibiting straLn-aging, the work hardening
during the fatigue process is sufficient to prevent the formation of sub-
microscopic cracks, or at least is sufficient to prevent their further
growth.

Up to this point, the S-N curve and its corresponding damage line have been
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discussed for smooth specimens or parts. In considering the S-N curves of
notched parts or specimens, notches may be described in the following manner.
One type occurs w•hun the region of the notch is a relatively small fraction
of the material at the maxirmmn stress; in other words, this notch is a localized
notch or stress raiser. An exanmle of this is a hole in a. uniformly loaded plate.
Another example is a small nick in a part, or (in the techniques developed
in this program) a shrinkage crack caused by a deliberately placed electric
weld spot. The Inclusions in materials are this type. Another type notch
extends throughout the region of maximum stress. One example is the fillet
between two adjacent diameters of a rotating shaft. Round fatigue specimens
having a circumferential notch are this type. Another example is the fillet
at the root of a gear tooth.

Relatively simple relations exist between the S-N curve for fracture of
notched specimens and the corresponding curve for the smooth specimen.

The upper branch of t•e S-N curve for complete fracture of a localized
notched specimen lies to the left of that of the corresponding branch of the
smooth specimens, and in the range of stress corresponding to the upper
branch of the smooth S-N curve is closely related to this latter branch in
the following way. In this range of stresses, the initiation stage for the
notched specimens is onLy a small fraction of that for the wmooth specimens,
that is, micro-cracks are formed at a muc~h lower cycle-ratio-. After this
crack which initiate,, at Lae notch extends a small distance from the notch,
the crack then behaves in the same way as the length of crack in the smooth
specimens that is equal 1o the notched crack length including the length of
the origihnal notch. After this point is reached, the crack in the notched
specimen progresses at the same rate as that -4 the smooth specimen. In
other words, in this range of stresses the total cycles to failure of the
notched specimen is equal to a considerable portion of the number of cycles
of the propagation stage of the smooth specimeý- provided the original notch
is very ,imall.

The above reasoning leads to an interesting and practical result. If, on
the surface of a smooth specimen, a very small discontinuity such as a very
small hole (0.005" D), a small eiectric arc mark, or a rough machined surface
is introduced, the initiation period will be practically eliminated, and the
total cycles to complete failure represent only a portion of the propagation
stage. By making a correction for the size of the initial notch, the propa-
gation stage may be accurately computed. In thic way, the highly variable
nature of the initiation stage can be eliminated and a laboratory procedure
is provided to determine an S-N curve for the propagation stage only. This
stage, 1,aving relatively little variability required fewer test specimens
to establish a minimum life with reasonable confidence.

The lover branch of the S-N curve of locally notched specimens may be con-
servatively located by dividing Lhe ordinates of the lower branch of the
smooth specimens by the theoretical or geometric stress concentration factor.
The actual position of this liwer branch, however, may be somewhat above
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this esLmate. This is caused by the following factors. First, there is a
statistical size effect in that the amount of material at the base of a notch
of some part configurations can be less than that at, or near, the maximum
stress of a smooth specimen so that on the average the material at the base
of the notch may not have as large an inhomogeneity as in the smooth specimen.
The second reason is that, at the lower stresses, a notched specimen can
develop non-propagating cracks that do not lead to failure, so that the actual
failure curve lies above the theoretical position. The importance of this
source of error declines with increasing cleanliness and homogeneity of the
material.

The S-N curve for the second type of notched specimen is related to the smooth
S-N curve in a different way than that for the first type notch. One can
still expect this second type notch S-N curve to be closely approximated by divid-
ing the ordinates of the smooth S-N curve by the geometric stress concentra-
tion factor. However, there are three reasons why the upper branch of the
notched specimen may lie somewhat to the right of this constructed curve.
The first reason is that the crack will propagate somewhat slower than the
crack in the smooth specimen (which is at the higher stress level) once this
crack has extended into the lower stress region below the notch resulting
from the stress gradient. The second reason is that there is less probability
of the larger inclusions existing at the base of the notch than in the surface
of the smooth specimens. Another reason (mostly of academic interest because
of the small error involved) is that compressive stresses develop at the base
of the notch in a ratchetting effect, reducing the rate of crack propagation,
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A Relation for Crack Propagation

Several relations have been proposed for the rate of crack propagation (6, 20,
21$ 22, 23). Cummings, Stulen and Schulte (6) proposed an analytic expression
for crack propagation in the propagation stage as follos:

log L a k aC (N - Na) ---------- (l)*

The lengths of the propagatii'$ cracks in plates of 2024-T3 and 7075-T6
alloys reported in the work of ,4cEvily and Mlg (25) have been plotted from
the original data. using semi-log plots. Typical graphs are shown in Fig.At.
From such graphs, it can be showra that the above formula fits the experimental
data very well, at least up to the crack lengths that do not exceed 207 of the
plate width. Analysis of these rates of crack propagation for 2024S-T3 in-
dicated that the exponent, o01 , of stress in formula (1) is equal to 3.53.

Crack propagation studies (6) on 4340 steel heat-treated to high hardness
have indicated stress exponents of the order of 3 to 5. 7Lu and Corten (26)
have found the exponent for 7075-T6 to be 5.8 and o-btaines the same value for
a hard-drawn wire.

Equation (1) is not necessarily limited t:o ýhvse strt,:-cr that fve at or
above the fatigue limit, since it has been shown that cracks will propagate
at lower stresses provided they are sufficiently large initially. The lower
stress levels at which the crack or cracks will continue to propagate depends
on the size of the crack. A larger crack will propagate at lower stresses.

One important invariant property exists for equation (1). Equation (1) can
be shown Lo be exactly tne,same form if the "starting length",la is ihanged
to any ot3er value, say, I a. Un Lhis case, we simply chan~e N. to N as the
number oi cycles associated with the new starting length, I a. From this
property, as well as from the fact that the rate of propagation afte) the
crack tip encloses a sufficient number of grains is related to some bulk
property of the metal, it is postulated that the constants CX and k art
material constants.

Another important property exists fot eqiation (1) as follows. Equation (1)
is independent of the stress concentration factor and is valid for specimens
with snall local notches as well as smooth specimens provided (1) the stress
is calculated as a nominal stress and (2) the propagation is computed after
the crack tip has progressed beyond the irnfluence of the original notch.

Suppose that two specimens are identical except for the sharpness ot the
original stress raisers. In one specimen we night have a circular hole while
in the other a slender elliptical hole (see Fig.A3). Let both be subjected to

f Frost and Dugdale (24) proposed the same furuula at about the same time.
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the same nominal vibratory stress. The crack in that specimen having the
sharper (elliptical hole) will be Lnitiated first. However, if the cracks
Are grown to the same length, which is sufficiently larde in respect to the
lengths of original stress raisers, the rates or propagation are no longer
influenced by the oviginal notches and will then be equal. In order that the
original notch have no influence on the rate, the crack must progress a dis-
tance equal to something less than one notch radius from the base of the
notch. This situation explains why the variability in the crack propagation
stage is low in specimens while the variability in the precrack stage is high
and accounts for most of the variability in the total number of cycle; to
fai I.ure.

The exponent, 0(, which is also needed in cumulative fatigue dauage computa-
tions, depends on the material, its heat-treatmeut, the amount of steady
stress, and the stress gradient.

There is no known logical reason at present to believe that 0 (and k) are
affected by size (other than the change in the stress gradient), Larger
parts of the same geometry subjected to the same type of loading Vill hays a
lesser stress gradient in the maximum stressed region so that the rate of
crack propagation will be higher when compared on the basis of the maximum
stress at the concentration. There should be no corresponding "size effect"
in uniformly stressed parts.

On the basis of the information at present available, it is postulated that
,Pmay be taken to be equal to 10, the craAk associated with the damage line
as discussed earlier. In other words, it is postulated that the "damage line"
indicates the start of propagation.

Formula (1) can be used for the crack propagation S-H curve for which there
is no initiation period and the crack starts with an initial lenjth, Po; that
is, No is equal to zero. The final crack length, 4f, is the length of crack
where static failure occurs. The formula for the fracture S-N curve under
these special conditions is:-

k aO Nf - log ! ----- -------- ------- (2)

In the case of the locally notched specimen, the initiation period is very small
at nominal stresses comparable to those of the upper branch of the smooth S-N
curve. In this case the above formula closely represents the S-N fx.cture
curve (upper branchk of the locally notched specimen with the exception that
.o is replaced by fo (the size of the localized notch).
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Relation of the Propagation Formula to Dama.ge

As discussed in the foregoing, an accurate relation for the growth of a
single crack in the propagation stage is given by:-

log I k s'I- -p --------------------- (3)

where Np is the number of cycles measured from the start of tht propagation
stage, and Ao is the crack length defining the damage line or the start of
the propagation stage.* In this expressien, the quantitiestf, k and d, aro
probably material constants for a fixed linear distribution oi stress.

In the following development it has been assumed that a given material is
subjected to a prescribed stress spectrum which might be described by a
series of alternating stresses, sit and corresponding number of imposed
cycles, ni. The problem is to determine the "fatigue damage" after the
material has been subjected to this spectrum or the number of times this
spectrum may be repeated before failure occurs.

The order of the imposed stresses, si, is taken to be random with time, the
probability of stress se occurring for the next cycle being in proportion
to Nj/NT, where N is the total number of cycles in the stress spectrum.
Under tfis condition, there is a chance that some of the first cycles will
occur at high stresses where the initiation stage is relatively small so
that most of the fatigue is taking place in the propagation stage. This is
a conservative approach to the estimate of fatigue life.

Another assumption that will be made is that the overall effect of stress-
interaction may be neglected, since it appears reasonable that this will not
cause a bian on the cumulative damage provided the sequence of imposed
stresses is random and does not form a pattern. (There seems to be some con-
fusion in the literature concerning the definition of stress interaction.
This is discussed later).

Now, if the process is considered to start at the propagation stage with an
initial crack length of,?, and a series of stresses (Sl, '2' 83, . . so Z)
are imposed, the crack propagation formula may be used to estimate the final
crack length, F, in the following manner:

log l- k8 1 0n

log A - k s2  n2

log A ri k s3 ýXn 3

* In the subsequent development, it is assumed that high stresses, resulting
from overloads originating from random and non-predictable human errors,
occur early in service, so that the initiation stage is exceeded early in
the process and NO is equal to zero for all practical purposes.
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log OZ - k sz nz

These equations are added and the rule of logarithms is used so that:i z "0( i _
log n1  where) -f

Suppose, for a reference test, the highest stress in the spectrum, sr. is
selected as well as the correspoIding number of cycles, Nr, in the propagation
stage, then:-

log Ar - arC( Nr
A1og

Here, Pfr is the length of the fatigue crack at failure at the reference
(highest) stress, sr. This length may correspond to the critical static
crack length for the material at the maximum imposed alternating stress, or
it may correspond to that length where the static strength of the part is
seriously reduced.

When the former relation is divided by the latter relation:

"log 1o

I o
Since the quantity -increases from zero to unity as the crack

log A r

length # grows from A0 to the bracketed quantity will be defined
as the fatigue damage parameter, D.

Then we have: i Z "o

log1 71 ni M - --- ----(4)*

Nr Z- O~r log 'fr

* Equation (4) resembles the Corten-Dolan cumulative fatigue damage law (27) but
differs in that the exponent, c(, is that occurring in the crack propagation
formula, and the cycle-life of the reference stress is determined from the
"crack propagation" S-N curve.
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It is noted that the crack can be relatively quite small resulting in high
damage. The following numerical example illustrates this point.

1 fr - 0.200 in.

a 0.002 in.

/-lth of .fr 0.020 in.

D log 10

log 100 2

In this case, a crack that is only 1 /loth of the fracture length causes 1/2
of the fatigue damage.

This illustrates the important rule that fatigue cracks do not have to be
large to be dangerous. It also illustrates the reason why some investigators
have failed to note the presence of cracks until the fracture cycles have
almost been reached, thus giving an erroneous impression of the location of
the damage line.

It is important to note that the above cumulative damage law may be modified
slightly for use with localized notches. In this case, the crack, after it
has propagated a short distance beyond the notch or imperfection, acts in
the same fashion as a crack of equal length in a smooth specimen. Here the
crack length of the notched specimen includes the length of the initial
notch.

Primes will be used for the locaily notched specimens. Then the damage
formula becomes:

1 i7 ( ni l aD' ------- (4a)
N -

E Ii-sr log efr1.

The quantity I'o may be approximated by the length of the localized notch
in a direction perpendicular to the stress direction. More precisely, it may
be taken equal to this latter length multiplied by a number greater than unity
(say 1.25) because the initial crack quickly propagates through the localized
high-stress field around the notch.

The values of Nr', the reference number of cycles of thepropagation stage of
the notched specimen is Lalculated from:

log Ar - k sr Nr - --------------------- (5)

/0
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Dividing this by the corresponding relation for the smooth specimens leads
to:

log r

Nr'- M-r [ ---------------- (6)

Llog Tri
The above express'on may be also uses to estimate the fracture S-N curve
(without the initiation period) of smooth spec mens from the data of locally
notched specimens. Here, the values of -_ Ik t -L'o' and Nr' are known and
the solution for Nr is obtained from the above expression.

There is no valid rational reason to believe that the propagation formula
is dependent on sYze, at least when the crack is small. It would appear that
the quantities, 0, k and OC are material constants, iadependent of size.
The only quantity that may be dependent on size is the length (Af) of the
crack and the number of cycles, Nf, for complete fracture.

The use of the loc-lly notched specimen results in a simple method of obtai..-
ing the material constants, k and0(. The use of locally notched specimens
reduces the initiation period at sufficiently high stresses to a small value
that can be neglected. If the specimens are tested at two stress levels, (1)
and (2), the division of their crack propagation formulas leads to:-

log -f<

k s1

log f2 k 52 O. N2

TO7

or

N

2'2 C - - - - - -

From this, the value of 0( can be obtained after the -f's have been
measured. The value of k can be obtained from equation (5).
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Stress Interaction Effects

Up to this point, the effect of "fatigue damage" that was incurred at one
stress level on the rate of "damage" at another stress level was not consid-
ered. It has been assumed up to this point that the crack propagation (equa-
tion 1) is dependent only on the existing stress level, the instantaneous
crack length and the number of cycles accumulated to this point. No allow-
ance was made for the case where the crack up to this point had been propa-
gated at stresses other than that under consideration. It is apparent that
the condition of the metal esrecially near the front of the crack tip will
depend on the previous stress history in addition to the instantaneous crack
length and the instantaneous stress level.

The same commentsipply to the critical dynamic crack length. For example,
we may have cracks of the same length in different specimens of the same
material, but these may have been formed initially at different stress levels.
Under these different conditions of crack formation, the amount and degree of
work-hardening (or softening) as well as the amount of "damage" and plastic
deformation in that region immediately in front of the crack tips will differ
among the specimens. For this reason, it would be expected that the critical
stress may vary between cracks of the same length. This effect will be de-
fined herein as stress interaction.

If the crack has been formed at a relatively high stress, the degree and
amount of work-hardening, plastic defonration, damage, etc., in the tip region
is relatively large compared to the case where the crack (same length) has
been formed at relatively low stress.

The effect of stress-interaction has been recently investigated by Hudson
and Hardrath ("Effects of Changing Stress Amplitude on the Rate of Fatigue-
Crack Propagation in Two Aluminum Alloys", NASA TN D-960, Sept. 1961). They
show no effect if the high-stress cycles follow the low-stress cycles in crack
propagation. On the other hand, when the crack is formed at nigh stress and
is followed by a low stress, there is a measurable period of cycles when the
crack is not propagating. This delay in cyclea increases for increases in
the difference of the two stress levels. In fact, if this difference is
sufficiently large, the crack may never continue to propagate regardless of
the number of cycles.

For more precise analyses of acceleration factors for metal subjected to a
spectrum of stresses, it is suggested that further work ehould introduce a
"stress-interaction factor, 0". This factor, 0, would be zero when there is
a "cycle delay" in the propagation of the crack at a stress level that is
lower than the praceding stress level. This nullifying condition extends for a
numbet of cycles, that is, in itself, a cumulative effect. The factor, 0,
would be unity when the stress levels are increasing with time.

Further effort is required to establish the quantitative cumulative relations
for the "delay-cycles". What is needed is a quantitative relation for the
delay-cycles when various stress levels follow a specific high stress level.
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It is proposed that tht stress-interaction factor, 0, be introduced under
the suumation sign in the cumulative fatigue damage formulas. This factor
may be taken equal to unity for simplicity and in development of accelera-
tion factors.
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Non-PropagatLng Cracks and the Critical Dynamic Crack Length

In the foregoing, a relation for crack propagation was proposed and discussed.
The question that now arises is whether a crack, small or large, will reduce
the original fatigue limit or long-life fatigue strength of the material. In
this section, this question will be discussed and data will be presented show-
ing the effect of fatigue cracks in lowering the original fatigue limit.

It has been reported in the literature that fatigue cracks can be formed in
highly notched specimens, at a given stress level, that after attaining a
small length permanently stop in their propagation. These are called "non-
propagating cracks". Furthermore, fatigue cracks that have been initiated at
notches at relatively high stresses have failed to propagate when the stresrs
have been reduced at sufficiently low values. Data obtained in the testing
phase of this program does illustrate this point. However, the amount of data
in the literature on non-pr3pagating cracks is very limited.

Some information on, r.on-propagating cracks is sumnariý.ed in reference (28).
To quote, "Not only hesitation periods but also nou-propagating cracks, in
notched specimens of an aluminum alloy, were found by Hunter and Fricke (9).
These non-propagating cracks, which were found at stresses below the 'endur-
ance limit', have been determined by Frost and Phillips (29) to occur, at
least in the case of an aluminum alloy, in cases where the notch Kt is at or
above a 'critcal value'. This critical value is high, which means that the
notch must be very sharp. Under such conditions a crack can originate under
nominal fatigue stresses well below the fatigue limit of a specimen. Coffin
(30) proposed an interesting and plausible explanation for non-propegating
cracks. He postulates that when a crack is initiating under fully reversed
applied loading, the local stress at a notchL (stress concentration) is fully
reversed, but, after a crack initiates and propagates beyond the stress con-
centration effect of the notch, the crack can close during the compression
part of the cycle thereby lessening the damaging effect (slip) for part of
the complete cycle. He believes that this reduction in reversed slip caused
by the closing of the crack will be enough to slow down the propagation, and
unless the load is severe it may stop further growth of the crack. He con-
siders this to explain also the fact that externally superimposed compressive
steady loads increase (in many cases) the fatigue life of materials. (A
different explanation of the effect of superimposed compression might ba the
biasing effect on shear of the normal component, on the shear (slip) planes,
of the compression, ns suggested earlier in this paragraph. It may be, of
course, that each explanation is partly correct"). (This, of course, is the
explanation of the effectiveness of carburized case hardened gearing wherein
the case has residual compressive stresses resulting from the carburizing
process).

In reference (31), some non-propagating cracks were observed in smooth speci-
mens of high-strength steels that were tested at a stress equal to the average
fatigue limit. These grew to lengths not grea er than about 0.003 inches in
106 cycles, and failed to grow larger after 10 cycles. These data are listed
Ln the following table:
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Non-Propagating Cracks (Referenc.e 31) in SAE 4340

Steel. 190 ksL UTS, Stresses at i85 k&t, at 10.000 RPM

KLiocycles Crack Length, Inches

0 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 0.0012
25 .0013 .0011 .0010 .0020
50 .0016 .0015 .0013 "

75 i " o "

100 o Ct .0015 to
150 i .0016 o .0021
200 " .0020 .O0016 .0023
250 of " " .0024
300 " " " "

350 " " " "

400 " " " .0026
500 It if of of

600 " " " .0031
700 f o " o

800 .0018 " " "

900 .0019 ' .0019 o

1000 .0020 i.0021 t

2000 f f " o

10,188 Is" 10032 (10,000
kc)

0 .00 3 7 a ,0 a . 0 0 5 5 a Faleda(lO,0 6 210,255 Faileda kc)

a. Stress raited to ±l.10 ksi.

It is suspected that micro-cracks also form at stresses below the fatigue
limits of polycrystall'ine metals but do not propagate because of effective
crack-stoppers (in the form of stronger grains) in their paths.

In eference (25), Mcgvily and Illg studied the rates of crack propagation in
two high-strength aluminum alloys. In this study, they produced fatigue cracks
in notched specimens of a predetermuneid length by subjecting them to a stress
of ±10 ksi. In this study, they deterained the limiting stress level below
which these cracks would not propagate. These data follow:
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Nor"PERZoa.at iP j.Cr acks
(From NAcA TN 4394, Reference 25).

2" Wide Specimens
Length of

Haterial Stress - ks, Initial Crack-in. Remarks

2024-T3 4.0 0.50 Did not propagate after
10d cycles

" 5.3 0.50 Failed
it 5.1 0.16 Oid not propagate
" 6.0 0.13 f It
" 6.5 0.13 o " o
"" 7.1 0.14 Failed

7075-T6 3.2 0.91 Did not propagate
" 3.5 C.50 " " "4

"4.7 0.50 Failed
"5.1 3.16 Did not propagate

" 5.5 0.17 of "o It

"5.6 0.16 Failed

12" Wide Specimens

2024-T3 5.1 0.16 Crack did not propagate

7075-76 5.1 0.15 Crack did not propagate

From this table, it is seen that a critical crack length of 0.50 inch corres-
ponds to a stress of about 5,000 psi in 2024-T3, whereas a length of 0.13
inch corresponds to about 7,000 psi. The critical crack length is therefore
very sensitive to the stress level, being inversely proportional to approxi-
mately the fourth power of the stress.

As noted before, non-propagating cracks have been found to be present at the
base of notches in specimens that have been subjected to stresses below the
nominal fatigue limit. Lessells and Jacques (32) found them to be formed at
stresses that were only 45, of the fatigue limit. Frost and Phillips found
non-propagating cracks in notched specimens if vite radius of the notch was
sufficiently small. Hunter and Fricke (9) found that "Cracking occurred at
stresses considerably below the notch endurance limI't" ,These would, of
course, be non-propagating cracks.)

In references (16, 33), the authors show that the size of the critical
nucleating inclusion in a high-strength steel specimen determines, to a very
large extent, the fatigue limit of that specimen, the larger the size, the
smaller the fatigue limit becomes. One might speculate that these small in-
clusfons are in effect crack generators, the size of an initial crack being

A
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about the same as the size of the spheroidal inclusion. If this is assumed
to be true, it is frjund that ;h• critical size of the "crack" varies in-
versely as abovt the third or fourth power of the stress. Also, in Prot
tests cn several heats of 52100 (33), a distinct correlation b.tween inclu-
sion •i•es and fatigue strength was found. These data are plotted in Fig.A4
on log-log paper. If the initial crack length is approximated by the inclusion
size, the value of the exponent of the inverse ctress is found to be 5.1. In
Fig.A+, it is seen that this Inverse power law seems to fit the data reason-
ably weil.

Henry (3) proposed a theory of fatigue damage in which he assumed that the
fatigue lim.t continuously decreased as the number of cycles increased. His
theory agreed reasonably well with some experimental data of Bennett, and is
in agreement with this present hypothesis that the "critical" stress (or
fatigue limit) decreases with increase in the crack length.

Okubo and Linamiozi (34) found that the notch reduction factor of a cylindri-
cal hole in a fatigue specimen decreased towards unity when the size of the
hole was decreased to very small values. This is in agreement with the fore-
going idea that the stress for continuous crack propagation is inversely re-
lated to the size of the initial discontinu.L-y generating the initial crack.

Cracks can propagate even at very low stresses provided their initial lengths
are sufficiently large. There appears, therefore, to be some limiting length
of crack associated with each stress level such that propagation does not
occur.

Tests were made to determinc whether this concept of a critical dynamic crack
length was -alid or not. For this purpose, a number of rotating beam specimens
of AISI 4340 steel, heat-treated to an ultimate tensile strength of 190 ksi,
were tested. The specimens were first run at a stress level above the fatigue
limit for various cycle-ratios so that vaeious length- of fatigue cracks would
be generated. The largest crack on Iach specimen was accurately measured, and
each specimen was then tested for 10 cycles at a sufficiently low stress level
so that the crack diC not grow to any significant extenf. The stress level was
then raised by a small amount and the test rerun for 70 cycles. This process
was repeated until fracture occurred. (The critical Ltress for each crack
length is between the last and next to last stress level.) The results of these
tests have been plotted in rig.A Here the critical dynamic crack length may
be reasonably represented by a straight line on a log-log plot.

On the basis of the foregoing data, the following hypothesis has been developed.
For each stress level, there is a critical 'dynamic" crack length such that
propagation will not occur even in a very large number of cycles U£ the initial
crack is smaller than this critical value. This dynamic critical crack length
(not to be confused with the critical static (self-propagating) crack length)
appears to be related to the stress by the following suggested formula:

I 1  d = C
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One point concerning the above equation is that crack propagation c"n ,:cur
even at vprv low stresses Provided the crack is suffici~ntly large. This
situation indicates that cumulative damage laws or acceleration relations
for spectrum loading that are based on the original S-N curve cannot be
correct since those stresses below the original fatigue limit will contribute
eventually to the propagation of the crack.

This has been found to be o•f specific importance in this program wherein failure
has been seen to progress loy the fatigue "wear out" mechanism after originat-
ing in non-piedictable human error circumstancis of mis-rigging and overload-
ing.
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The Critical Static Crack Length

In parts that have fai-ed in service by fatigue, the final fracture sometimes
happens at a very rapid rate. Prior to this final rupture, the fatigue crack
progresses at a finite, but increasing rate until it reachev some critical
size such that the next cycle of stress causes complete fracture. Partly
responsible for this critical condition is the fact that, for a fixed load,
the decreasing area increases the nominal stress. However, even had the
nominal stress been uniform (by decreasing the cyclic load) a critccal crack
size which will result in sudden fracture might be encountered. Although
this sudden fracture might occur either under a cyclic or a steady load, it
is essentially "static" in nature. (This critical static crack length is not
to be confused with the critical dynamic crack length previously discussed.)

The practical importance of having this critical static crack size sufficient-
ly large is obvious. In aircraft structures, if this critical crack leo;'h
is much greater than that which can be easily detected at overhaul and its
attainment requires a number of service overhaul periods, the condition may
be acceptable. If, on the other hand, the critical crack size for the maximum
stresses imposed is so small a& to be reaiily missed during inspection, a
potentially dangerous situation may exist. Since only one load application
(or perhaps a few) is necessary for complete fracture after the critical size
is reached and since this critical size decreases rapidly with increase in
stress, the maximum static load that a crack of a given size can withstand is
a measure of safety of the s'tructure.

Another practical example is the limiting of the size of defects in high-
strength steel missile cases. Using existing data on high-strength steels,
the critical sizes of defects in a high-strength steel are estimated to be
very small if the design stress is ove. about 200,000 psi.

Irwin revised the Griffith static-failure theory of brittle materials for
more-or-less ductile engineering materials. His relation (which is similar
to Griffith's original relation) states that the product of the square of the
net-section stress and the critical crack length is proportional to a certain
material constant. This constant is dependent on the degree of constraint of
the metal at the tip of the crack, that is, plane strain causes a greater
restraint than plane stress, hence, a lower value of the constant. McClintock
(35, 36) has also treated this problem theoretically in some datail.

Most laboratory fatigue specimens tested at constant load finally fail from
excessive stress and display a more-or-less slow static type of failure, not
the sudden rupture described above. The size of small laboratory specimens
is usually less than the critical static crack length for many materials,
For this reason, this catastrophic type of failure is not observed in labora-
tory tests of many materials. For example, using the relation discussud by
Irwin (37) for the critical crack size and his factor for 4340 steel at moceer-
ate hardnesses, the critical crack length is estimated to be larger than the
periphery of a small -rotating beam specimen at fatigue stresses near the
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fktigue limit. However, 8•mie recent fatigue teats on ver- hard &Leels con-
ducted at relatively high stresses showed evidence that the critVcaL crack
iength was only 0.L to 0.10 inches and was followed by rapid failure, In
these tests, the fractured surface displayed two distinct types of areas,
one representing the original fatigue crack and the other e rapid fracture.
FigMaqis a drawing of a typical fracture surface of one of these specimens.
Fig.'h7is a plot of the critical crack length measured on the outside aur-
face of rotating beam specimens as a function of the test stress for several
high-strength steels.

The critical crack size has several important r2lations in considering the
fatigue life of a part of structure. If fatigue cracks do develop in a
part in service, the above relation determinf.•s the crack eslze at which the
-.axim.um expected static or alternating load in service will cause complete
colJApse of the structure. In the estimate of the acceleration relations
of a part in service, the analysis should be based on the growth of the
fatigue crack compared to the critical static value for the miaximu•u expected
load.
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Low Cycle Fatigue

Up to this point in the development of this theory, it was tacitly assumed
that the alternating stress imposed on the part was not excessively high,

that is, the maximum alternating stress was somewhat below the conventional
yield point. This section will discuss the S-N fracture curve at high cyclic
stresses or strains.

It has been observed by Komhers (38) and Low (39) that a log-log plot of
the cyclic total strain of a metal versus the cycles to failure is a straight

line for the higher stresses, and that many allo)i fall within one straight-
sided band. This is shown in Fig.AB On the oth, r hand, Coffin (41, 42) finds
that a straight line on a log-log plot is obtains' provided the cyclic plastic
strain is used rather than the cyclic total strain.

Tavernelli and Coffin (42) have compiled the avallable data on cyclic strain
fatigue tests of metals, and have found that the following formula best fits
all data regardless of the type of metal or the test temperature:-

VN IE A. ---------------------- - (8)

2

The value of Cf is :eadily computed by:

loge ( 1 A ) . Cf
100 - R. A*.

It is to be noted that the cyclic plastic strain range can be expressed in
terms of cyclic stress by the well-known relation:

- - ------------- (9)

2

Equation (8) becomes in terms of stress:

N s A f- ---- ----- ---- --- (10)

This equation is the same form as equation (2) for lower stresses when the

initiation period has been eliminated. Hovever, it is not certain at prasent

whether or not equation (10) which is valid for relatively high cyclic stresses

has the same exponent and constant as equstion (2) which was developed for the

low or moderate cyclic stresses.
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HodifLcation of the PropagatLon Relatio. for Suocrimposed Steady Stresses

Possibly the only investigat'.on on the effect of combined steady and alternat-
ing stresses on fatigue crack propagat4.on has been reported by Liu (26). In
this work, he investigated crack propaf;ation in 2024 S-T3 under combined un-
iaxial stresses, and proposed a relation for the observed rates of propaga-
tion.

However, it vas found that his data will fit the following relation with good
accuracy: -

log - m k (I + b s p ....-.-.--------- (1.)

This formula is the same as equation (3) cicept for the modifying factor.,
(1 + b sm), to account for the mean or ateady stress. It was found that this
formula (U) fits all of Liu's values oý Cave within an average of t2.84
except for two points. Including these ti, points, the highest error was 6.52.
For this material, the following equation v:• obtained:-

log 1.66 x 10-8 (1 + 0.50 sm) s2.42 Np

It is to be noted that equations (4) and (4a) for acceleration rela•ions were
developed for the case where the mean stress is equal to zero. The more
general case of cumulative damage will not be developed.

Using the rame reasoning for crack propagaticn, devel'oed in conjunction with
equation (3), equation (11) is substituted for equation (3). This leads to a
more general relationship:-

1 +1b sm) D -(12)
(I + b t, N r

lb )r log

As before, the quantities, s (the highest stress in the spectrum) and Nr,
correspond to a reference ?oint on the craek propagation S-N curve (without
the initiation period) for the case of zero mean stress. The corresponding
relation for the uype A notch is obtained by substituting 0 fore 0-

The value of b may be determhined by testing specimens with a localized notch
under combined steady and alternating stresses.
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APPENDIX B

BIBLIOGRAPHY

(B1) "ON UTILITY. I. THE VALIDITY OF THE EXPECTED UTILITY HYPOTHESIS, II.
ON BERNUULIAN UTILITY FOR GOODS AND MONEY", by S. N. Afriat, AD-269 682,
ASTIA 62-1-6, DIV 15. A model of behavior in circumstances of uncertainty
is presented by a preference order between certain distributions which
determines a best distribution among any that are attainable. Choice is
determined by the maximum of possible expected utility.

(B2) "ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS OF ITEMS WITH MANY MODES OF FAILURE", by W. R. Allen,
AD-276 743, AS7 IA 62-3-6, DIV.15. Paper is concerned with definitions,
examples, and some ideas that may bi useful in considering accelerated
processes with more than one mode of failure. An example is given which
illustrates a major pitfall of accelerated testing, when more than a single
mode of failure is present.

(B3) "GUIDE TO DESIGN OF MECHANICAL EQTIPNMENT FOR MAINTAINABILITY", J. W. Altman
and A. C. Marchese, AD-269 332, ASTIA 62-1-6, DIV. 28. A guide for design-
ing mechanical equipment for increased ease, apeed and accuracy of maintenance.
Written for engineers responsible for design. Treat* design features coon
to all mechanical equipment as well as features unique to certain classes of
equipment.

"(B4) "MINIMIZING RELIABILITY DD()NSTh.TION FOR A GIVEN EXPENDITURE", by
B. L. Amstadter, from the Proceedings of the 1963 AIAA-SAE-ASNE Aerospace
Reliability and Maintainabiiity Conference. A method is presented for
achieving maximum reliability demonstration for a given expenditure; or,
its equivalent, attainment of a given level of reliability at a minimau
expenditure. Only two parameters are used, the degree of reliability
demonstration anq the direct testing cost.

(B5) "SAFETY ANALYSIS OF THE VARIABLE EXHAUST NOZZLE COuTROL FOR THE J85
GAS TURBINE ENGINE", by J. N. Anderson, document C-2733, Curtiss-Wright
Corporation, Curtiss Division. Original lated March 21, 1958; revision
A dated December 28, 1960. It presents the results of a safety 3nalysis
of the variable exhaust nozzle area changing mechanism for the J-85 engine.

(B6) "OADING SPECTRA FOR FATIGUE DESIGN CRlTERIA", by 1. Bouton, from Atrospace
Engineering, Vol. 19, No. 3, March 1960. The author states that there is
no such thing as a fatigue failure. Generalized aircraft spectra are not
sufficient to determine fatigue failure rate, so structural component and
element spectra must be derived. These spectra must define two conditions
the past history of the element and the present probability of exceeding
a given load.
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(B0) "SYMBOLIC REPPZSENTATION.OF COMPLEX SYSTEM', by J. S. Brady and S. Goff,

a Jet Propulsion Laboratory Technical Report No. 32-390, January 1963.

A number of L.Ica1 and Mathematical concepts relevant to the development

of an overali r-?iusentation n, the performance of complex man-machine

systems are derived and related to the JPL/NASA space flight operations

complex. The requirements for a rigorous program of .todel development are

defined.

(B8) "PREDICT PELIABILITY FIRST - BUILD IT LATER", by R. E. Bussiere, from S.A.E.

Journal, Vol. 69, July 1961. Before hardware is available the reliability

can be predicted. Two statistical distributions must be available -1,
probability density function of the maximum strength -2, probability density

function of the maximum stress, that the component will experience.

(B9) "METHODS FOR PREDICTIG COMBINED ELECTRONIC AM MECHANICAL SYSTEM
RELIABILITY', by T. L. Bush and C. E. Gebhart, AD-291 919, ASTIA 63-2-I,

DIV 8A. The feasibility of a number of approaches to the mechanical reli-

ability prediction problem are considered. A survey was made of information

available in area of mechanical failure mechanisms, including fracture,

creep, wear, instabilities, corrosion. A suggested prediction technique

is called the functional module level. This title refers to at- array of

elements or casonents performing a specific function,

(105) "ACCELERATED TESTING AS A PROBLEM OF MODELING", by Hall Cary and Ralph E.

Thomas, from the proceedings of the Sixth National Symposium on Reliability

and Quality Contro?, 1960. The theory of models furnishes criteria and

methods suitable for rapid generation of experimental data applicable to

predictiun of reliabilityof reliable systems. Developej mathematical

criteria indicate conditions under which reliability data obtained from

accelerated tests can be used to predict reliability under normal use.

(81) "RELIL'3ILITY - NEW ENGINEERING DIMENSION", by R. S. Catlin and W. Z. Cox,

from Machinery, August 1960, Ref. Section. Presents quality and reliability

program aL Norair Division of Northrup Corporation.

(312) "SAMPLING PROCEDURES AND TABLES FCR LIFE -.ND RELIABILITY TESTING (BASED

ON EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION), a Department of Defense Quality Control

and Reliability Handbook (Interum) H1O8, April 1960. A handbook prepared

to meet a growing need for the use of standard sampling plans for life and

reliability testing. Such plans may be used to de-aonstrate the conformance

of equipments, subassemblies and component parts to establishel reliability

requirements,
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(B13) "FAILURE STRESSES", by D. R. Zarles and M. F. Kddens, from the Proceedings
of the 1963 AIAA-SAE-ASME Aerospace Reliability an-1 ?*intainability Conference.
The definitions and tabulations give a first look ,'.- :'h- failure stressor,
failure stress, failure mechanism, failure mode rel..J.-hip. Failure stressor
and failure stresses are the basis for some tools of reliability e'igineering,
such as derating, safety factors, fail-safe design analyses, environmertal
damping, environmental profiles, and failure-effect analyses.

(B14) "RELIABILITY TESTING OF THE MERCURY CAPSULE REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM",
b) A. J. Friona, from Proceedings of the 1961 IAS Aerospace Suptort
and Operations Meeting. An evaluation, performed in system configuration,
of procedures and servicing techniques, and their related handling and
human factors problems. Wear characteristics of various components, and
characteristic performance variation of functional parts are determined.
By scheduled replacement of parts, it is possible to obtain a large test
sample faster than by testing at the component level.

(B15) '"THE EFFECTS OF UNCERTAINTY AND MONETARY INCENTIVES ON ESTIMATION', by
E. I. Golding, AD-285 263, ASTIA 63-1-1, DIV 28. A discussion of the
correlation between estimates and actual outcomes with emphasis on the
monetary and bonus incentive effects.

(B16) "AN INTRODUCTION TO SET THEORY", by C. K. Gordon, Jr., AD-285 310, ASTIA
63-1-1, DIV 15. The terminology, symbologyaxioms, and some principle
theorems of set theory are presented. The organization and style are intended
to guide inexperienced readers towards a sound comprehension of the principles.
Application of set theory to probability is demonstrated.

(517) "MISSILE MODIFICATIONS AND THEIR EFFECT ON RELIABILITY', by J. W. Gurr,
from Proceedings of the 1961 IAS Aerospace Support and Operations Meeting.
Changes to the older sequentially progressive testing method of R and D
programs in the form of concurring plans and accelerated schedu)es have
altered many basic concepts. It is necessary to place restrictions on the
acceleration to prevent premature incorporation of changes which defeat
the purpose. The outcome of a decision to sacrifice change testing for
schedule is a gamble.

(B18) "BAYESIAN PROCEDURES AND RELIABILITY INFORIFTIOW', by C. W. Hamilton,
from the Proceedings of the 1963 AIAA-SAE-ASHE Aerospace Reliability
and maintainability Conference. Basic properties of Bayesian reference
procedures are described and compared with classical inference procedures
in a reliability context. The application of Bayesian methods to inference
problems involving limited experimental data is described. An exe ple is
shown concerning the estimation of reliability and the determination of
confidence statements from life test data assuwing exponentially distributed
failure times.
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(019) "GEAR DRIVE RELIABILITY", by N. S. Hodska, fro, Space/Aeronautics,

Vol. 33, No. 3, April 1960. Reliability studies show that 50 percent
or more of all spur gear faiiur~s can be traced to misapplication of
gears and improper material specification. Design experience by itself
will not prevent failures in power transmission systems. Each critical
gear mesh should be rated in terms of operating speed, power dissipation,
gear accuracy, finish and backlash.

(B20) "STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING", by Richard M. Jaeger,
from the proceedings of the 1963 annual meeting of the Institute of
Environmental Sciences. A discussion of the available statistical tools
of which the environmental engineer LZ'ould be aware.

(B21) "EVALUATION OF MECHANICAL SYSTEMS SERVICE EXPERIENCE AND ITS APPLICATION
TO RELIABILITY IN PRELIMINARY DESIGN", by W. F. Johnson, Jr., from the
Froceedings of the 1963 AIAA-SAE-ASME Aerospace Reliability and Maintain-
ability Conference. Simplified methods of analyzing reliability potential
and growth are described. The data and methods of analyses presented cover
the range of mechanical energy conversion, control, transmission and actuation
equipment of the type and quality now used in safety-of-flight applications
In manned aircraft systems.

(B22) "PREDICTING RELIABILITY', by M. I. Kaufnann and R. A. Kaufmann, from
Machine Design, August 18, 1960. The article describes the Ptate of
the art of predicting reliability via outlines f two current techniques.
It presents a new method that is still speculative but supported by results
of studies in compleA projects. Current techniques reviewed are use of a
standard, and rating factors. The new concept is called relative-utility
evaluation. It does not explain interaction between systems. It is
statistical.

(B23) "SYSTEMS RELIABILITY OVER AN OPERATIONAL SPECTRUM", by H. I. Leve, from
the Proceedings of the 1963 AIMA-SAE-ASME Aerospace Reliability and
Haintaini'ility Conference. Formulas are developed for obtaining the
reliabiliLy of a system or vehicle over a set of possible life histories.
By considering the operationol spectrum to be a weighed set of deterministic
time-•tism hstories, it has been found fir a simple •ine independent failure
mode case that the life history of an element is characterized by conditions
existing at the instant of minimum element reliability. The result is ex-
tended to include the cases of time dependent failuae -cls, multiple fail-
ure modes per element considering strength dependcy, and time-variable
strength.distributions.
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(B24) "STATISTICAL DESIGN OF COMPLEX EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS. II. THE DECISION

THEORY APPROACH TO COMPLEX EXPERIMENTATION", by M. 0. Locks, AD-289 256,
ASTIA 63-1-4, DIV 15. Application of decision theory to analysis of results
of multifactorial experiments. A tentative utility function is presented

including gain of information from testing and losses due to fluctuations
from a planned reliability schedule.

(B25) "PARALLEL STEP STRESSING - A METHOD OF ACCELERATED LIFE TESTING", by

Richard E. Loomis and Donald C. Snyder, from the transactions of the
17th annual convention of the ASQC, May 1963. The parallel step method
is a modification of the technique of step stressing for demonstrating

device reliability in a relatively short time. It is faster and more

economical.

(B26) "PREDICTING RELIABILITY", by Robert Lusser, a publication of the Redstone

Araenal, Hantsvilie, Alabama, dated October 1957. The author raises the
question - is it true that reliability of complex equipment can be predicted

by life testing, and by employment of the exponential function? The paper

presents reasons why reliability cannot be predicted, and that the exponential

formula is noz applicable.

(B27) "RELIABILITY THROUGH SAFETY MARGINS", by Robert Lusser, a publication of

the U.S. Arty Ordnance Command, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, dated October

1958. This study is an expanded version of a earlier paper, "Reliability

Specifications for Guided Missiles" by the same author. A reliability

code consisting of 21 paragraphs is formulated tc supplement and override

specitications of the 1958 era.

(B28) "ON THE VALIDITY OF SCALES DERIVED BY RATIO-AND-MAGNITUDE ESTIM&TION
METHODS", by Madjid Mashour, AD-276 385, ASTIA 62-3-5, DIV 2S. The
procedure for scale construction by ratio estimation is analyzed. A

brief summary for procedures for scaie construction is given. It is

shown that under special experimental conditions scales derived by

magnitude estimation can be tested.

(B29) "FINAL REPORT .. nFFICIAL COMPONENTS TEST - MECHANICAL EXHAUST NOZZLE
ACTUATION SYSTE9 FOR GENERAL ELECTRIC J85-GE-5", by , G. Milne, document
C-2841, CurCiss-Wright Corporation, Curtiss Division. In two volumes
dated November 21, 1960. It covers the qualification testing of the

J85-GE-5 Mechanical Exhaust Nozzle Actuation System performed in accord-

ance with paragraph 4.3 of Specification MIL-E-5009A and per BPS 1052C.
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(B3,) "HOW TO ESTIMATE SYSTEM ReLIPBILITY", by It. Niewood, from Aerospace Management,
Vol. 4, No. 11, November 1961. Reliability goals are set early in a system
development, hopefully, that all will be attained. This article outlines a
way to estimate reliability before che overall system is available for testing
in its natural enviironment.

(B31) "U.S. AIR FORCE RADC RELIABILITY NOTEBOOK - ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT",

RADC-TR-59-111, revision of December 31, 1961. ASTIA document No. AD-
148868. Presents the general mathematics of reliability and reliability
prediction, and failure rate information for those interested in evalu-
ating the reliability of complex electronic equipment.

(B32) "NEW CONCEPTS IN THE PREDICTION OF MECHANICAL AND STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY",
by A. A. Rothstein, from the proceedings of the 1963 AIAA-SAE-ASME Aerospace
Reliability and Maintainability Conference. Three reliability prediction
techniques are presented. These are described under the general grouping
of a function concept, an equational concept and a properties concept. For
each grouping the concept, methodology and limitationa are described.

(B33) "RELIABILITY CONTROL IN AEROSPACE EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT", by S.A.E Sub-
Comihittee for Reliability, from S.A.E. Technical Progress Series, Volume 4.
With the individuals in mind who directly influence the reliability designed
into the product, the document was prepared for engineers to assist them
in their work as designers; or as project, test and specification engineers.
Its limited discussions provide general background for better understanding
of all facts of the reliability problem and their relationships with develop-
ment functions.

(B34) "DEMONSTRATING SYSTEM RPELIABILITY BY SEQUENTIAL PROBABILITY RATIO TEST",
by B. Tiger and W. H. Brewington, from Jet Propulsion, Voiume 27, August
1957, No. 8, part I. The sequential probability ratio test is presented
as a practical etatistical approach to denonstrating the relialility re-
quirements of rocket systems and sub-systems. It is shown that the required
calculation can be reduced to determining the equations of two straight lines,
which, when plotted on graph paper serve as decision lines for rejection or
acceptance after sequential testing of systems.

(B35) "POINT ESTIK'TE OF RELIABILITY FROM RESULT OF A SMALL NUMBER OF TRIALS",
by Z. A. Typaldos and D. E. Brimley, AD-276 150, ASTIA 62-3-5, DIV 15.
An approach to estimation of reliability on the basis of a few trials.
In this method, based on information theory concepts, when the probability
of success is not known, the proposed way to assign probabilities is to
maximize th. meaeure of uncertainty.

(B36) "HAZARD ANALYSIS", by G. S. Watson, AD-265 349, ASTIA 62-1-2, DIV 13.

The hazard function of a life distribution which has the same role in
reliability studies as the spectral density function has in stationary
time series is studied.
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